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reasonable error correcting properties. Section 6.5 describes a solution to this problem.

A different approach to the PAP problem is to use the fact that because large
PAPratios occur only infrequently, it is possible to remove these peaks at the cost of a
slight amountof self-interference. Now, the challenge is to keep the spectral pollution
of this self-interference as small as possible. Clipping is one example of a PAP
reduction technique creating self interference. In the next sections, two other techniques
are described which have better spectral properties than clipping.

 log(CDF) 
PAPR[dB]

Figure 6.4 Cumulative distribution function of the PAPR for a number of subcarriers of (a) 32, (b) 64,
(c) 128, (d) 256, and (e) 1,024. Solid lines are calculated; dotted lines are simulated.

6.3 CLIPPING AND PEAK WINDOWING

The simplest way to reduce the PAPratio is to clip the signal, such that the peak
amplitude becomes limited to some desired maximum level. Although clipping is
definitely the simplest solution, there are a few problems associated with it. First, by
distorting the OFDM signal amplitude, a kind of self-interference is introduced that
degrades the BER. Second, the nonlinear distortion of the OFDM signal significantly
increases the level of the out-of-band radiation. The latter effect can be understood

easily by viewing the clipping operation as a multiplication of the OFDM signal by a
rectangular window function that is 1 if the OFDM amplitude is below a threshold and
smaller than 1 if the amplitude needs to be clipped. The spectrum of the clipped OFDM
signal is found as the input OFDM spectrum convolved with the spectrum of the
window function. The out-of-band spectral properties are mainly determined by the
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wider spectrum of the two, which is the spectrum of the rectangular window function.
This spectrum has a very slow rolloff that is inversely proportional to the frequency.

To remedy the out-of-band problem of clipping, a different approach is to
multiply large signal peaks with a certain nonrectangular window.In [1], a Gaussian
shaped window is proposed for this, but in fact any window can be used, provided it
has good spectral properties. To minimize the out-of-band interference, ideally the
window should be as narrowband as possible. On the other hand, the window should
not be too long in the time domain, because that implies that many signal samples are
affected, which increases the BER. Examples of suitable window functions are the
cosine, Kaiser, and Hamming windows. Figure 6.5 gives an example of reducing the
large peaks in OFDM with the use of windowing.

Original signal

Amplitude

Multiplication

 
0 50 _ 100 150 200 250 300

Time in samples

Figure 6.5 Windowing an OFDM timesignal.

In Figure 6.6, the difference between clipping the signal and windowing the
signal can be seen. Figure 6.7 shows how the spectral distortion can be decreased by
increasing the window width.

Figure 6.8 shows PER curves with and without clipping, using a rate 1/2
convolutional code with constraint length 7. The simulated OFDM signal used 48
subcarriers with 16-QAM.The plots demonstrate that nonlinear distortion only has a
minor effect on the PER; the loss in SNR is about 0.25 dB when the PAPratio is

decreased to 6 dB. When peak windowingis applied, the results are slightly worse; see
Figure 6.9. This is caused by the fact that peak windowingdistorts a larger part of the
signal than clipping for the same PAPratio.
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Figure 6.6 Frequency spectrum of an OFDM signal with 32 subcarriers with clipping and peak
windowingat a threshold level of 3 dB above the rms amplitude.

PSD[dBr] 
Frequency/subcarrier spacing

Frequency spectrum of an OFDM signal with 32 subcarriers with peak windowing at a
threshold level of 3 dB above the rms amplitude. Symbol length is 128 samples (4 times
oversampled) and window length is (a) 3, (b) 5, (c) 7, (d) 9, (e) 11, (f) 13, and (g) IS
samples. Curve(h) is the ideal OFDM spectrum.

Figure 6.7
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Figure 6.8 Packet error ratio versus £,/N, for 64 byte packets in AWGN. OFDM signal is clipped to a
PAPratio of (a) 16 ( = no distortion), (b) 6, (c) 5, and (d) 4 dB.
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Figure 6.9 PER versus £,/N, for 64-byte packets in AWGN. Peak windowing is applied with a window
width of 1/16 of the FFT duration. The PAP ratio is reduced to (a) 16 ( = no distortion), (b)
6, (c) 5, and (d) 4 dB.
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6.3.1 Required Backoff with a Non-Ideal Power Amplifier

The previous section demonstrated that peak windowing is very effective in reducing
the PAP ratio. This does not immediately tell us, however, what backoff is required for
a practical power amplifier to attain an acceptable level of out-of-band radiation. The
backoff is defined here as the ratio of the output power and the maximum output power
(saturation power) with a sinusoidal input signal. Another definition that is frequently
used in the literature uses the power at the 1-dB compression point instead of the
saturation power. Because the 1-dB compression point is typically 1 to 3 dB lower than
the maximum powerlevel, depending on the amplifier transfer function, the backoff
values according to the latter definition are 1 to 3 dB smaller than the values mentioned
in this section.

To simulate a power amplifier, the following model is used for the AM/AM
conversion [2]:

BAj=—_4__. (6.5)
(14.4? ppp

The AM/PM conversion of a solid-state power amplifier is small enough to be
neglected. Figure 6.10 gives some examples of the transfer function for various values
of p. A good approximation of existing amplifiers is obtained by choosing p in the
range of 2 to 3 [2]. For large values of p, the model converges to a clipping amplifier
that is perfectly linear until it reaches its maximum outputlevel.

Outputvalue 
L i. 4 i

0 0.2 04 06 O08 1 12 14 16 18
oO 4 it onl.

Input value

Figure 6.10 Rapp’s model of AM/AM conversion.
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Figure 6.11 shows the output spectra of an undistorted OFDM signal and the
spectra of two distorted signals, assuming a highly linear amplifier model (p = 10 in
(6.5). The backoff relative to the maximum output power was determined such that any
significant distortion of the spectrum is at least 50 dB below the in-band spectral
density. In this case, peak windowing gives a gain of almost 3 dB in the required
backoff relative to clipping. This difference in backoff is much less than the difference
in PAP ratio at the input of the power amplifier; without peak windowing, the PAP
ratio is about 18 dB for the OFDM signal with 64 subcarriers. With peak windowing,
this PAP ratio is reduced to approximately 5 dB. Hence, for the latter case, it is clear
that the backoff of a highly linear amplifier must be slightly above this 5 dB to achieve
a minimal spectral distortion. It is not true, however, that without peak windowing, the
backoff must be in the order of 18 dB for the same amount of distortion as with peak
windowing. The reason is that there is little energy in the signal parts that have a
relatively large PAP ratio, so it does not affect the spectrum that muchif thoseparts are
distorted. After peak windowing or any other PAP reduction technique, however, a
significant part of the signal samples are close to the maximum PAPratio (e.g., 5 dB);
in this case, any distortion of samples that is a dB or so below this maximum produces
more spectral distortion than clipping the original OFDM signal at 10 dB below its
maximum PAP level, simply because for the latter, a much smaller fraction of the
signal is affected. Thus, the lower the PAP ratio is made by PAP-reduction techniques,
the less tolerant the signal becomes against nonlinearities in the area of its maximum
PAPratio.

 

 

PSD[dBr]

 

 
Frequency / bandwidth

Figure 6.11 (a) Ideal OFDM spectrum for 64 subcarriers, (b) spectrum after highly linear amplifier
(Rapp’s parameter p = 10) with 8.7-dB backoff, (c) spectrum using peak windowing with
5.9-dB backoff.
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Figure 6.12 shows OFDM spectra for a more realistic amplifier model with
p= 3. The target for undesired spectrum distortion has now beenset to a less stringent
level of 30 dB below the in-band density. The difference in backoff with and without
peak windowing is now reduced to 1 dB. This demonstrates that the more spectral
pollution can be tolerated, the less gain can be achieved with PAP reduction techniques.
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Figure 6.12 (a) Ideal OFDM spectrum for 64 subcarriers, (b) plain OFDM with 6.3-dB backoff and
Rapp’s parameter p = 3, (c) peak windowing with 5.3-dB backoff.

Figure 6.13 shows similar plots as Figure 6.12, but now for 256 subcarriers.
This demonstrates that the required backoff with or without peak windowing is almost
independent from the number of subcarriers, as long as this number is large compared
with 1. In fact, the difference in backoff with and without peak windowing reduced
slightly to 0.8 dB by going from 64 to 256 subcarriers.
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Figure 6.13 (a) Ideal OFDM spectrum for 256 subcarriers, (b) plain OFDM with 6.3-dB backoff and
Rapp’s parameter p = 3, and (c) peak windowing with 5.5-dB backoff.

6.3.2 Coding and Scrambling

A disadvantage of distortion techniques is that symbols with a large PAP ratio suffer
more degradation, so they are more vulnerable to errors. To reducethis effect, forward-
error correction coding can be applied across several OFDM symbols. By doing so,
errors caused by symbols with a large degradation can be corrected by the surrounding
symbols. In a coded OFDM system,the error probability is no longer dependent on the
power of individual symbols, but rather on the power of a number of consecutive
symbols. As an example, assume that the forward-error correction code produces an
error if more than 4 out of every 10 symbols have a PAP ratio exceeding 10 dB’.
Further, assume that the probability of a PAP ratio larger than 10 dB is 10°. Then, the

error probability of the peak cancellation technique is 1-3")}10-y'a—10-8)1" =
2-10°'°, which is much less than the 10° in case no forward-error correction coding is
used.

Although such a low symbolerror probability may be good enoughfor real-time
circuit-switched traffic, such as voice, it may still cause problems for packet data. A
packet with too many large PAP ratio symbols will have a large probability of error.
Such packets occur only very infrequently, as shown above, but when they occur, they 

' The simplifying assumption is made here that 4 symbols with reduced power always result in an error,
while in reality there is always a certain error probability < 1, depending on the SNR.
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may never come through, because every retransmission of the packet has the same large
error probability. To solve this problem, standard scrambling techniques can be used to
ensure that the transmitted data between initial transmission and retransmissions are

uncorrelated. To achieve this, the scrambler has to use a different seed for every
transmission, which can be realized for instance by simply adding oneto the seed after
every transmission. Further, the length of the scrambling sequence has to be in the
order of the numberof bits per OFDM symbolto guarantee uncorrelated PAP ratios for
different seeds. Different scrambling in every transmission will then guarantee
independent PAP ratios for the OFDM symbols in retransmissions and hence,
independent error probabilities. For example, if the probability of a worst case packetis
10°, the probability that it does not come through within two transmissionsis 10°!*.

6.4 PEAK CANCELLATION

The key element of all distortion techniques is to reduce the amplitude of samples
whose power exceeds a certain threshold. In the case of clipping and peak windowing,
this was done by a nonlinear distortion of the OFDM signal, which resulted in a certain
amount of out-of-band radiation. This undesirable effect can be avoided by doing a
linear peak cancellation technique, whereby a time-shifted and scaled reference
function is subtracted from the signal, such that each subtracted reference function
reduces the peak power of at least one signal sample. By selecting an appropriate
reference function with approximately the same bandwidth as the transmitted signal,it
can be assured that the peak power reduction does not cause any out-of-band
interference. One example of a suitable reference signal is a sinc function. A
disadvantage of a sinc function is that it has an infinite support. Hence, for practical
use, it has to be time-limited in some way. One way to do this without creating
unnecessary out-of-band interference is multiplication by a windowing function; for
instance, a raised cosine window. Figure 6.14 shows an example of a reference
function, obtained by multiplication of a sinc function and a raised cosine window.If
the windowing function is the same as used for windowing of the OFDM symbols, then
it is assured that the reference function has the same bandwidth as the regular OFDM
signals. Hence, peak cancellation will not degrade the out-of-band spectrum properties.
By making the reference signal window narrower, a tradeoff can be made betweenless
complexity of the peak cancellation calculations and some increase of the out-of-band
power. The peak cancellation method wasfirst published in [3], while later it was
independently described in [4].
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Figure 6.14 Sinc reference function, windowed with a raised cosine window.

Peak cancellation can be done digitally after generation of the digital OFDM
symbols. It involves a peak power (or peak amplitude) detector, a comparatorto see if
the peak power exceeds some threshold, and a scaling of the peak and surrounding
samples. Figure 6.15 shows the block diagram of an OFDM transmitter with peak
cancellation. Incoming data are first coded and converted from a serial bit stream to
blocks of N complex signal samples. On each of these blocks, an IFFT is performed.
Then, a cyclic prefix is added, extending the symbol size to N + Ng samples. After
parallel-to-serial conversion, the peak cancellation procedure is applied to reduce the
PAPratio. It is also possible to do peak cancellation immediately after the IFFT and
before the cyclic prefix and windowing. Except for the peak cancellation block, there is
further no difference with a standard OFDM transmitter. For the receiver, there is no
difference at all, so any standard OFDM receiver can be used.
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Figure 6.15 OFDM transmitter with peak cancellation.

In the previous figures, the peak cancellation was done after parallel-to-serial
conversion ofthe signal. It is also possible to do the cancellation immediately after the
IFFT, as depicted in Figure 6.16. In this case, the cancellation is done on a symbol-by-
symbol basis. An efficient way to generate the cancellation signal without using a
stored reference function is to use a lowpassfilter in the frequency domain. In Figure
6.16, for each OFDM symbol, it is detected which samples exceed some predefined
amplitude. Then, for each signal peak, an impulse is generated whose phaseis equal to
the peak phase and whose amplitude is equal to the peak amplitude minusthe desired
maximum amplitude. The impulses are then lowpass filtered on a symbol-by-symbol
basis. Lowpassfiltering is achieved in the frequency domain by taking the FFT, setting
all outputs to zero whose frequencies exceed the frequency of the highest subcarrier,
and then transforming the signal back by an IFFT.

 
Figure 6.16 Peak Cancellation using FFT/IFFT to generate cancellation signal.

Figure 6.17 shows an example of the cyclic reference function that is used in all
methods that apply cancellation before adding the cyclic prefix and windowing.In fact,
this reference signal itself is a valid OFDM signal, which is obtained in the case of an
all-ones input to the IFFT.
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Figure 6.17 Envelope of cyclic reference function.

Figure 6.18 shows an example of the signal envelopes of one arbitrary OFDM
symbol and the corresponding cancellation signal. In this particular case, the
cancellation signal actually consists of two separate sinc functions, because one sinc
function is not wide enough to reduce the peak in this example. After subtraction, the
peak amplitude is reduced to a maximum of 3 dB abovethe rmsvalue; see Figure 6.19.

As an example of the peak cancellation technique, Figure 6.20 shows simulated
powerspectral densities for an OFDM system with 32 carriers. Without clipping or
peak cancellation, the worst case PAPratio of this system is 15 dB, and the undistorted
spectrum is depicted by curve (a). If the signal is clipped such that the PAP ratio
reduces to 4 dB,a significant spectral distortion is visible; see curve (c). When peak
cancellation is applied (b), a negligible distortion is present for the same PAP ratio of 4
dB.
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Figure 6.18 (a) OFDM symbol envelope, (b) cancellation signal envelope.
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Figure 6.19 (a) OFDM symbolenvelope, (b) signal envelope after peak cancellation.
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Figure 6.20 Power spectral density for (a) undistorted spectrum with 32 subcarriers, PAP = 15dB, (b)
spectrum after peak cancellation to PAP = 4 dB, and (c) clipping to PAP = 4 dB. Reference
cancellation function has a length equal to %4 of the length of an OFDM symbol.

The effect of the peak cancellation on the PER is depicted in Figure 6.21. A rate
1/2, constraint length 7 convolutional code is used to encodethe input bits. The coded
bits are then modulated onto 48 OFDM subcarriers using 16-QAM.The curves show an
SNR degradation of about 0.6 dB in AWGN when peak cancellation is used to reduce
the PAPratio to 6 dB.
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Figure 6.21 PER versus E,/N, for 64-byte packets in AWGN.Peak cancellation is applied to reduce
the PAP ratio to (a) 16 ( = no distortion), (b) 6, (c) 5, and (d) 4 dB.

At first sight, peak cancellation seems to be a fundamentally different approach
than clipping or peak windowing. It can be shown, however, that peak cancellation is in
fact almost identical to clipping followed byfiltering. If a sampled OFDM signal x(n)is
clipped to reduce the PAPratio, the output signal r(m) can be written as

r(n) = x(n)— }a,e/" 5(n—-T,) (6.6)

Here, a;, 9;, and T; are the amplitude, phase, and delay of the correction that is
applied to the ith sample in order to reach the desired clipping level. Hence,it is
possible to describe clipping as a linear process, even though this is not the way
clipping is performed in practice. Now supposethe clipped signal is filtered by an ideal
lowpassfilter with an impulse response of sinc(mm7), where T is chosen such that the
filter bandwidth is equal or larger than the bandwidth of the OFDM signal. The filtered
output is given by

(n)=x'(n)—> a,e/"'sine(xT(n-7,)) (6.7)

This expression is identical to a peak cancellation operation, with the only
exception that with peak cancellation, a sum of sinc, functions is subtracted from the
unfiltered OFDM signal x(n), while in (6.7) we see a filtered signal x(n). In practice,
however, also for peak cancellation, the OFDM signal needs to be filtered anyway to
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removealiasing after the digital-to-analog conversion. Hence, for practical purposes,it
may be concluded that peak cancellation has the same effect as clipping followed by
filtering, which was proposed as a PAP reduction techniquein [5].

As a final comparison of the three described signal distortion techniques, Figure
6.22 shows the PERs for an OFDM system with 48 subcarriers for which the PAPratio
is reduced to 5 dB. In addition to the three PAP reduction technique, the nonlinear
amplifier model described in section 6.3.1 was applied such that the output backoff of
the transmitted OFDM signal was 6 dB. We can see from the figure that clipping
(without filtering) performs slightly better than peak cancellation, and that peak
windowingis slightly worse than peak cancellation.
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Figure 6.22 Packet error ratio versus E;/N, for 64-byte packets in AWGN.PAPratio is reduced to 5
dB by(a) clipping, (b) peak cancellation, and (c) peak windowing.

6.5 PAP REDUCTION CODES

As Section 6.2 shows, only a small fraction of all possible OFDM symbols has a bad
peak-to-average powerratio. This suggests another solution to the PAP problem, based
on coding. The PAP ratio can be reduced by using a code which only produces OFDM
symbols for which the PAP ratio is below some desirable level. Of course, the smaller
the desired PAP level, the smaller the achievable code rate is. Section 6.2, however,

already demonstrated that for a large number of subcarriers, a reasonable coding rate
larger than 3/4 can be achieved for a PAP level of 4 dB. In [6], it was found that for
eight channels, a rate 3/4 code exists that provides a maximum PAPratio of 3 dB. The
results in [6] are based on an exhaustive search through all possible (QPSK)
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codewords. Unfortunately, these results only tell us that there exists a large numberof
code words; it does not say if there exists a structured way of encoding and decodingto
generate a large part of these code words, nor what the minimum distance properties of
the code are. However, [6] did mention the interesting fact that a large part of the codes
found are Golay complementary sequences, which opened the wayto a structured way
of generating PAP-reduction codes. Golay complementary sequences are sequence
pairs for which the sum of autocorrelation functions is zero for all delay shifts unequal
to zero [7—9]. It was already mentioned in [10] that the correlation properties of
complementary sequences translate into a relatively small PAP-ratio of 3 dB whenthe
codes are used to modulate an OFDM signal. Based onall these hints towards Golay
sequences, [11] presented a specific subset of Golay codes together with decoding
techniques that combined peak-to-average power reduction with good forward-error
correction capabilities. Based on this work, Golay codes were actually implemented in
a prototype 20-Mbps OFDM modem for the European Magic WANDproject [12].
Fundamental studies on the coding properties of Golay sequences appeared in [13—16],
proving codeset sizes, distance properties, the relation to Reed-Muller codes, and many
moreinteresting details.

A sequence x of length WN is said to be complementary to another sequenceyif
the following condition holds on the sum of both autocorrelation functions:

Nl

es+ YM) = 2N, i =0
k=0

=0, i#0

(6.8)

By taking the Fourier transforms of both sides of (6.8), the above condition is
translated into

IX) +P)?=2N (6.9)

Here, Ix | is the power spectrum of x, which is the Fourier transform ofits
autocorrelation function. The discrete Fourier transform X(f) is defined as

X(f)= Yixe (6.10)
¥ k=0

Here, 7, is the sampling interval of the sequence x. From the spectral condition
(6.9), it follows that the maximum value of the power spectrum is bounded by 2N:

Ix(f)|’ <2N (6.11)
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Because the average power of X(f) (6.10) is equal to NV, assuming that the power
of the sequence x is equal to 1, the PAP ratio of X(f) is bounded as

_ 2N

PAPratio < =~ =2 (6.12)

In an OFDM transmission, normally the IFFT is applied to the input sequence x.
However, because the IFFT is equal to the conjugated FFT scaled by I/N, the
conclusion that the PAP ratio is upper bounded by 2 is also valid when X(/f) is replaced
by the inverse Fourier transform of the sequence x. Hence, by using a complementary
code as input to generate an OFDM signal, it is guaranteed that the PAP ratio does not
exceed 3 dB. Figure 6.23 shows a typical example of an OFDM signal envelope when
using a complementary sequence. For this case of 16 channels, the PAP ratio is reduced
by approximately 9 dB in comparison with the uncoded case of Figure 6.1.
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Time/T

Figure 6.23 Square root of peak-to-average powerratio for a 16-channe] OFDM signal, modulated with
a complementary code.
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6.5.1 Generating Complementary Codes

In [7-9], several coding rules are given for generating a set of complementary
sequences, based upon some starting complementary pair, the kernel. For
complementary sequences of length 2, for instance, a possible kernelis the pair 1, 1 and
1, —1. The basic coding rules for generating complementary codes from this kernel are
(7, 9]:

Interchanging both codes,
Reversing and conjugating second code,
Phase-rotating second code,
Phase-rotating elements of even order in both codes,
Phase-rotating first code, and
Reversing and conjugating first code.

EkBee
Whenrules 1 to 4 are applied, the following 16 different length 4 codes can be

obtained for the case of 4 phase modulation (see Table 6.1):

Table 6.1

Length 4 complementary codes

 
The number of codes can be extended to 64 by applyingthe fifth and sixth rules,

which gives the same result as applying 4 different phase shifts to the 16 codes. Hence,
these 4-symbol codes can easily be generated by using a 16-word-long lookup table to
encode 4 bits, followed by a phase rotation to mapatotal of 6 bits onto all possible
complementary codes.

Unfortunately, as the previous example already indicated, the six coding rules
do not unambiguously produce all complementary sequences. This makesit difficult to
find the size of the code set and to find a systematic way to produce complementary
sequences. Thus, some other algorithm has to be found to generate complementary
codes.

[9] showed that from one set of complementary sequences, others can be
generated by multiplying the original sequences with columnsof the discrete Fourier
transform matrix. Although [9] only mentions this method to generate sets with longer
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code length by using the Kronecker product, it can also be used to generate different
sequences with the same length, by multiplying an original sequence elementwise with
columnsof the DFT matrix.It is easy to show that such multiplications do not change
the correlation properties. Each DFT column is a delta function in the frequency
domain. Because multiplication in the time domain is equivalent to a convolution in the
frequency domain, the power spectrum of a complementary sequence multiplied by a
DFT column remains the same. Hence, also its correlation function, which is the

Fourier transform of the power spectrum, remains the same, so that the outcome again
is a complementary sequence.

Another interesting remark in. [9] is that complementary sequences can be
multiplied by columns of the binary Walsh-Hadamard matrix, without losing their
complementary characteristics. Further, it is stated in [9] that “if the code is an
expansion of shorter lengths, an arbitrary phase angle can be addedto all elements in
any orthogonal subset.” These operations turn out to be very useful in generating
distinct codes.

The coding algorithm for generating complementary sequences is now given by
the following steps:

1. Make a kernel; that is, one complementary pair from which all other
complementary sequences can be derived. For lengths equal to a powerof two, kernels
can easily be formed by using Golay’s rule for length expansion. Starting with the
length 2 sequence A; B;, where A; = 1 and B; = 1, longer length codes can be formed
by making A, B, with A, = Ay.) Ba and By = A,-; —Bn.1. In this way, codes of length
2"*! are formed from the codes of length 2". For example, the following codes up to
length 16 can be obtained:

length2 : A, B,;=-11

length4 : A,sBo= 111-1

length8 : A3;Bz;= Ll1i-l 11-11 (6.13)

length 16: AgBg= 111-1 11-11 111-1 -1-11-1

2. Determine the numberof orthogonal subsets. For length N codes, formed by
the length expansion method described above, there are logs orthogonal subsets,all of
which can be given an arbitrary phase offset. The orthogonal subsets within a code are
formed byall single elements, pairs, quads, and so forth, which are of even order. Thus,
a length 16 code has 4 orthogonal subsets, being all even elements, pairs, quads, and
one octet. All of these can be given a different phase without changing the
complementary characteristics of the code. Further, it is also possible to apply an
arbitrary phase shift to the entire code. Hence, a complementary code set based upon
the kernel of (6.13) can be written as:
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c= {ei +02 +P3+P4) se I(P; +P3+P4) erm +P2 +94) a ertPa) 3

(6.14)
ICQ +P2tP3) PtP) PitP2) 219). 3 5€ }é e e

Notice that this code is actually implemented in a 20-Mbps OFDM modem for
the Magic WANDproject [12]. It is also used in the 11-Mbps IEEE 802.11 wireless
LANstandard [17]. The latter is not an OFDM system, but here the benefit from using
complementary sequences is in its good aperiodic autocorrelation properties, which
makesit easier to build a receiver with sufficient robustness to multipath.

An alternative code description is to write the code phases as

0, 111 1 0

0, 10 1 i 6
@ 1101 of|”

?
0, 1001 1{|°?

= (6.15)A, 1110 of]®
0, 1010 0||*7t

6, 11001
@ 100008

The output code is given by exp(G-27@/M), where 6; is the coded phase and M is
the size of the phase constellation. For BPSK (M=2), the codeset is equal to the Walsh-
Hadamard codes, which is offset by the kernel—defined by the fourth columnin (6.15).

a Finally, a transformation can be applied that unfortunately cannot be
described by simple multiplications or phase rotations. Instead, it can be described as
an interleaving operation on the underlying shorter length codes that are used to make a
longer length code [14]. For a length 8 sequence, for instance, two new length 8 codes
can be generated by interleaving the first and second half of the original code.
Interleaving the code three times reproducesthe original code. In general, a code with a
length of 2” can be interleaved n—1 times before reproducing itself. The following
example showsthree different codes out of a length 8 code produced by interleaving:

O Dl+: bd=La4

I: L111 id-I-l1 (6.16)

2: 111-1 i-1l1i1

For a length 16 code, it turns out that except for four different codes that can be
producedby interleaving the first and second half of the code, more codes can be made
by simultaneously interleaving the quarters of the code, giving a total of 3 - 4 = 12
different codes. The described coding rules can now be usedto determine the size of
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complementary code sets. For an N-length code with M possible phases, the kernel can
be multiplied by 1 + logsN modified Walsh-Hadamard rows with M different phases.
This gives a code set size of M’*”8N_ The amount of bits per codeword can be
expressed as (1 + log2 N)log2 M. For instance, a length 8 code with four possible phases
gives 8 bits per code word. The above numbers did not yet take into account the
interleaving rule, which adds another logs([(log2/V)!]/2) bits to the total numberofbits
per symbol (for N > 4 and N being a power of 2). Notice that the interleaving rule does
not necessarily produce an integer numberof bits per encoded symbol.

6.5.2 Minimum Distance of Complementary Codes

In OFDM. systems, the effects of multipath are mitigated by error correction coding
over the various subchannels. Thus, when using a PAP-reduction code, it would be very
desirable if you could use this code also for forward-error correction. Otherwise, a
separate code would be required, with the disadvantage of additional complexity and a
reduction in the overall coding rate and spectral efficiency.

Therefore, the question arises as to what minimum distance the above
mentioned complementary sequences have. Looking at (6.15), we can state that if this
is the only generating rule used, then N/2 + 1 correctly received symbols are always
sufficient to calculate the 1 + log»N phases used to generate the complementary
sequence. This is because with 1 + N/2 phase observations, it is always possible to form
1 + log.N independent equations which can be usedto solve for the 1 + logsN unknown
phases. In fact, there are a certain number of combinations of 1 + log2,N independent
equations. The equations are independent only if each phase—except @;—is present in
at least one and at most log2N Equations. Since each phase—except @,;—is present in
exactly N/2 observations, 1 + N/2 observations are sufficient to obtain at least one set of
1 + log2N independent phase equations. Therefore, we can conclude that the minimum
distance between 2 different complementary codes of length N is N/2 symbols, soit is
possible to correct N/4 — 1 symbol]errors or N/2 — 1 erasures.

The minimum Euclidean distance, which determines the performance in flat
fading with additive noise, can be found by observing that a minimum distance between
two code words is obtained if N/2 symbols have a minimum phaserotation of 27/M,
where M is the numberof phases. Thus, the minimum Euclidean distanced,,jn is

N 25C
d.= |— = pee 6.17min 5 1 exp(j M | ( )

For instance, for 8-PSK and 8 channels, the minimum distance becomes 1.53,
which is 6 dB larger than the distance of uncoded 8-PSK ( = 0.765). Because therate of
the length-8 complementary codes is %, a maximum coding gain of 3 dB can be
achieved compared with uncoded 8-PSK.
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The above distance calculations are only valid for complementary codes
generated without using the interleaving rule. Two codes formed by interleaving
generally have a distance that is less than NM/2 symbols. For N=8, for instance, the
interleaved codes (6.16) have a distance of only two symbols instead of four.

6.5.3 Maximum Likelihood Decoding of Complementary Codes

This section describes an optimal decoding technique for specific subsets of
complementary codes, based on generalized Walsh-Hadamard encoding. With
generalized Walsh-Hadamard coding, we mean that for a length N = 2” code, n + 1
phases are encoded into 2” output phases by adding the first phase to all code phases,
the second to all odd code phases, the third to all odd pairs of code phases, and so on.
For a length 8 code, for instance, the phase encoding is given by (6.15). For BPSK
(M = 2), the coding reduces to normal Walsh-Hadamard coding. For this case, the
efficient fast Walsh transform can be used to realize maximum likelihood decoding.
For larger constellation sizes, maximum likelihood decoding seemslesstrivial. In the
worst case, it would require M”*' Euclidean distance calculations or correlations, giving
a total number of operations of NM"*! (complex multiplications and additions). There
is, however, quite some redundancy in the calculation of all possible correlations, just
as for the binary case. This means it is possible to reduce the complexity of the
maximum likelihood decoder by generalizing the fast Walsh transform to general phase
constellations, as was first described in [18].

Figure 6.24 shows a butterfly that is used to calculate a 2-point binary fast
Walsh transform. Using these butterflies, an N-point fast Walsh transform can be
calculated with Nlog,N additions and subtractions.

 

-l

Figure 6.24 Butterfly of binary fast Walsh transform.

Now consider a 4-PSK generalized Walsh-Hadamard code. For length 2, the
transform can be depicted as a butterfly with two inputs and four outputs (see Figure
6.25).
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Figure 6.25 Butterfly of 4-PSK fast Walsh transform.

The right side of the butterfly shows the sequences used to correlate with the
input sequence.

Using this butterfly, a transform of double length N can be constructed by doing
two transforms on half of the code length, plus an additional stage of 4”! butterflies. A
length 4 transform, for instance, can be constructed as depicted in the Figure 6.26. The
four input points at the left are transformed into 16 output points by correlations with
the complex sequenceslisted on the right.
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Figure 6.26 Length 4 4-PSK fast Walsh transform.
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The 4-point transform can be extended to an 8-point transform by performing
two length 4 transforms on two groups of 4 samples, and adding an additional stage of
16 butterflies to produce the length 8 results. Figure 6.27 showsthis 8-point transform,
where the first two 4-point transforms are drawn as a line to simplify the picture. In
reality, each 4-point transform has 16 outputs, which are combined with the 16 outputs
of the other 4-point transform in 4 different ways. Hence, the total number of outputsis
64.

There are 28 butterflies needed for a length 8 transform. Each butterfly requires
four additions (the phase rotations are trivial for 4-PSK), so the total number of
operations is 112 complex additions. The direct calculation method with 64 separate
correlators requires 512 complex additions, so the fast transform reduces the
complexity by almost a factorof 5.

Point-4 transform 

Samples 1 to 4

Point-4 transform
Samples 5:to'8.5———_________ 

Figure 6.27 Length-8 4-PSK fast Walsh transform using length-4 transforms.

6.5.4 Suboptimal Decoding of Complementary Codes

For any coding technique to be successful, there have to be decoding techniquesthat
are not too complex and with a performance not too far from that of optimal maximum
likelihood decoding. For a complementary code for which the number of phases M is
larger than 2 and the code length is larger than about 8, maximum likelihood decoding
quickly becomes too complex for practical implementation. Hence, we want to find
suboptimal decoding techniques that are less complex to implement. One way to
decode the phase that is applied to all alternating elements of a complementary codeis
to multiply the complex odd samples with the complex conjugate of the even samples.
By summingthe results, we obtain a vector that has the desired phase value. The same
procedure can be followed for even and odd pairs, quads, and so on. The phase thatis
applied to the entire code has to be found by correcting the complex samples forall
other phases. For the length 8 code with complex samples x;, the phase equations are
given by
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7 ad *

Pq =arg{xyx2 +X3x4 +X5XG +xX7XxXQ}
ae * * *

3 =arg{x, x3 +XQX4 + X5X7 +XG XQ}
Eo a * *

P4 =arg{xy x5 +xXQX6 +X3X7 +X4Xx8} (6.18)
9, = arg {xje /P2+P3+4) + xeIG3*PA) +x3¢e I092*P4) os

xgeIP) +x5e I(92*P3) +xge 5693) + x70 S692) +xg}

Here, arg{} means the calculation of the phase of a complex vector, and *
denotes the complex conjugate. To convert the phases to bits, we have to make
decisions for those constellation points that are closest to the phases found, just as we
do in normal phaseshift keying.

There are some alternative ways to estimate the phase of the entire code word.
In (6.18), the estimated phases were used to eliminate the phase rotations caused byall
phases except for @;. The same effect can be achieved by multiplying the received code
samples with complex conjugates of y;, where y; is the term within the arg{} expression
of @; in (6.18):

P, = arg {X,Y2V3 V4 + %2V3 Va + X24 HX4 Ve
* oe * * 6.1+ X53 V2 V3 + X63 +X7 Vz + Xz} OP)

The disadvantage of this method is that there is a certain noise enhancement
because of the double and triple products of noisy phasors. A better estimate can be
found by using only those terms that have no more than one phasor multiplication:

QP, = arg{xgyg +X6V3 +X, Vy + %Q} (6.20)

Following the same argument, it is also possible to simplify (6.19) by using
only terms with one or zero phase rotations:

Q, =arg{x,e7" + x,e7+ x,e°1” + xg} (6.21)

The advantage of the above-described decoding technique is that it provides
automatic weighting of the subchannels; erroneous channels with low amplitudes will
only give a minor contribution to the phase estimates. In additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), the described technique performs 3 dB worse than optimal maximum
likelihood decoding, which can be argued as follows: the performance of maximum
likelihood decoding is determined by the minimum Euclidean distance, which is four
times the distance of uncoded 8-PSKfor the length 8 complementary code with 8-PSK.
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Looking at the decoding structure of (6.18), we can see that for each phase estimate,
four or more vectors are added, which gives a 6-dB SNR improvement. Each of the
added vectors, however, consists of a multiplication of two separate vectors with
independent noise contributions. Hence, the detection SNR is improved by 3 dB only,
as compared with 6 dB for a maximum likelihood decoding technique. Note that the
difference with maximum likelihood decoding decreases in the case of frequency-
selective channels. In the extreme case that four out of eight subchannels are
completely lost, both will have the same symbol error probability.

Except for the soft-decision technique described above,it is also possible to do
hard-decision erasure decoding. In this case, four out of eight subchannels are erased,
based upon amplitude measurements obtained during training. Three subchannels can
be erased arbitrarily; the fourth must be chosen such that all phase estimates in (6.18)
have at least one element. Erasure decoding will fail if one of the unerased subchannels
is in error. Thus, in AWGN,the bit-error probability is equal to that of uncoded 8-PSK,
so there is a 6-dB loss compared with that of maximum likelihood decoding. Again,
this loss is less in the case of frequency-selective channels.

9
10

BER&PER 
 

10 15 20 25 30

Ev/No [dB]

Figure 6.28 BER (a-d) and PER (e-h) versus mean E/N, for delay spreads of (a) and (e) 50 ns, (b) and
() 20 ns, (c) and (g) 10 ns, (d) and (h) 0.

Figure 6.28 shows BER and PER for single ATM cell packet versus mean
E;/Np, averaged over a large (10°) number of Rayleigh fading channels with an
exponentially decaying power-delay profile. The results clearly show that the
combination of OFDM and complementary coding canefficiently exploit the frequency
diversity of the channel for delay spreads of 10 ns or more. In this simulation, the use
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of 8-PSK length 8 complementary codes is assumed. Two independent codes together
encode 24 bits into 16 OFDM channels. For a symbol duration of 1.2 Us, including a
guard time of 400 ns, this gives a data rate of 20 Mbps. These parameters are used in
the OFDM modem of Magic WAND.

6.5.5 Large Code Lengths

For OFDM systems with a large number of subcarriers, it may not be feasible to
generate a sufficient number of complementary codes with a length equal to the number
of channels. To avoid this problem, the total number of channels can be split into
groups of channels; applying a complementary code to each group of subchannels
increases the coding rate, at the cost of reduced error correction capabiiity and PAP
ratio. For 32 channels, for instance, 18 bits per symbol could be encoded using 8-PSK
complementary codes. These codes would have a PAPratio of 3 dB and a distance of
16 channel symbols, so 7 erroneous channels or 15 erased channels could be corrected.
Instead of 32-channel codes, it is also possible to use four 8-channel codes or some
other combination of shorter length codes. The sum of four 8-channel codes give a total
of 48 bits per symbol and a PAPratio of 9 dB (6-dB reduction), while it is possible to
correct one error or three erasures per group of eight channels.

6.6 SYMBOL SCRAMBLING

Symbol scrambling techniques to reduce the PAP ratio of a transmitted OFDM signal
can be seen as a special case of PAP reduction codes. The difference is that symbol
scrambling does not try to combine forward-error correction and PAP reduction such as
is done by the complementary codes. The basic idea of symbol scrambling is that for
each OFDM symbol, the input sequence is scrambled by a certain number of
scrambling sequences. The output signal with the smallest PAP ratio is transmitted. For
uncorrelated scrambling sequences, the resulting OFDM signals and corresponding
PAP ratios will be uncorrelated, so if the PAP ratio for one OFDM symbol has a
probability p of exceeding a certain level without scrambling, the probability is
decreased to yp by using k scrambling codes. Hence, symbol scrambling does not
guarantee a PAP ratio below some low level; rather, it decreases the probability that
high PAPratios occur. Scrambling techniques were first proposed in [19, 20] under the
names selected mapping and partial transmit sequences. The difference between the
two is that the first applies independent scrambling rotations to all subcarriers, while
the latter only applies scrambling rotations to groups of subcarriers.

Figure 6.29 shows OFDM spectra for 64 subcarriers where the backoff is
adjusted to maintain a —30 dB bandwidth that is twice the —3-dB bandwidth. A perfect
linear power amplifier model is used, which clips the signal when the output power
exceeds the saturation power level. The effect of scrambling has been simulated by
scrambling the IFFT input data for each OFDM symbol with a certain number of
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independent complementary sequences and selecting the output symbol that gives the
smallest PAP ratio. We can see from Figure 6.29 that scrambling with 1 and 10 codes
gives rather small improvements of 0.25 and 0.75 dB in the required backoff,
respectively, compared with the no scrambling case.

Figure 6.30 shows similar spectra as in Figure 6.29, but now for a morestrict
requirement of a —50-dB bandwidth that is twice the —3-dB bandwidth. In this case,
scrambling gives more gain in the required backoff, up to 2 dB for 10 scrambling
codes. This is caused by the fact that with scrambling, the probability of exceeding a
PAP ratio of 7 dB is much less than the probability of exceeding 4 dB (whose
probability is close to 1). As a result of this, for a backoff value of 4 or 5 dB, the
amount of clipping interference is not much different from that without scrambling.

Figures 6.29 and 6.30 assume a perfectly linear power amplifier. In reality,
however, the amplifier has a certain nonlinear transfer function. Figure 6.31 shows
simulated spectra using Rapp’s power amplifier model with nonlinearity parameter
p= 2, which closely resembles practical RF power amplifiers. We can see that the
amplifier model changes the shape of the spectrum, butthe relative gain of scrambling
does not change significantly. Because for wireless systems the —30-dB bandwidth
requirement of Figure 6.29 and 6.31 is more realistic than the —SO-dB requirement of
Figure 6.30, we can concludethat the benefits of scrambling are rather limited.

PSD[dBr]  
 

:
i
i
beeen

 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Normalized Frequency

Figure 6.29 OFDM spectra for 64 subcarriers and p=100 using (a) no scrambling with 5.0-dB
backoff, (b) 1 scrambling code with 4.7-dB backoff, and (c) 10 scrambling codes
with 4.25-dB backoff.
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PSD[dBr] 
Normalized frequency

Figure 6.30 OFDM<spectra for (a) no scrambling with a 8.5-dB backoff, (b) 1 scrambling code with a
7.2 dB backoff and (c) 10 scrambling codes with a 6.5-dB backoff.

 

PSD[dBr]     
Normalized frequency

Figure 6.31 OFDM spectra for 64 subcarriers and Rapp’s amplifier model with p = 2 using (a) no
scrambling with 5.8-dB backoff, (b) 1 scrambling code with 5.3-dB backoff, and (c) 10
scrambling codes with 5.2-dB backoff.
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Chapter 7

BASICS OF CDMA

71 INTRODUCTION

This chapter illustrates the basic principles of CDMA to obtain a better understanding
of combinations of CDMA with OFDM,as discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. The scope of
the chapter is to give generic understanding of CDMA without overwhelming —
mathematical details. Readers should refer to Chapters 5 and 6 of [1] for a more
extensive discussion on direct-sequence CDMA air interface design aspects and
wideband CDMAair interface proposals, respectively. Furthermore, [1-15] provide
details of spread-spectrum (SS) and CDMAtechnologies.

This chapter is divided into three sections. Section 7.2 presents a brief state-of-
the-art of CDMA. Section 7.3 introduces the CDMA concept in general. It explains
those criteria the transmitted signal has to fulfill to constitute a spread-spectrum
modulation. Processing gain is defined. The fundamental properties of CDMAsignals,
namely multiple access capability, protection against multipath interference, privacy,
interference rejection, antijamming capability, and low probability of interception are
introduced. Different modulation methods for CDMAare treated in detail. These are

direct-sequence spread-spectrum, frequency-hopping spread-spectrum, time-hopping
spread-spectrum, and hybrid modulation. Each modulation schemeis described with the
help of block diagrams for the transmitter and the receiver. In addition, how each
spread-spectrum modulation scheme achieves the above-listed six properties of CDMA
signals is discussed.

In Section 7.4, we review the fundamental elements of direct-sequence COMA
and its application into third-generation systems, namely RAKE receiver, power
control, soft handover, interfrequency handover, and multiuser detection.
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7.2 CDMA: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

The origins of spread-spectrum are in the military field and navigation systems.
Techniques developed to counteract intentional jamming have also proved suitable for
communication through dispersive channels in cellular applications. In this section we
highlight the milestones for CDMA development starting from the 1950s after the
formulation of the Shannon theorem [16]. An extensive overview of spread-spectrum
history is given in [17].

In 1949, John Pierce wrote a technical memorandum in which he described a

multiplexing system in which a common medium carries coded signals that need not be
synchronized. This system can be. classified as a time-hopping spread-spectrum
multiple access system [17]. Claude Shannon and Robert Pierce introduced the basic
ideas of CDMAin 1949 by describing the interference averaging effect and the graceful
degradation of CDMA [18]. In 1950, De Rosa-Rogoff proposed a direct-sequence
spread-spectrum system and introduced the processing gain equation and noise
multiplexing idea [17]. In 1956, Price and Green filed for the antimultipath “RAKE”
patent [17]. Signals arriving over different propagation paths can be resolved by a
wideband spread-spectrum signal and combined by the RAKE receiver. The near-far
problem (i.e., a high interference overwhelming a weaker spread-spectrum signal) was
first mentioned in 1961 by Magnuski [17].

The cellular application of spread-spectrum was suggested by Cooper and
Nettleton in 1978 [19]. During the 1980s, Qualcomm investigated DS-CDMA
techniques, which finally led to the commercialization of cellular spread-spectrum
communications in the form of the narrowband CDMA JIS-95 standard in July 1993.
Commercial operation of IS-95 systems started in 1996. In 1984, direct-sequence
CDMA and hybrid CDMA/Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA) were
proposed among several proposals for the Group Special Mobile (the origin of the term
GSM, which now stands for the Global System for Mobile Communications) multiple
access schemes. They were investigated during 1984-86. Multiuser detection (MUD)
has been subject to extensive research since 1986 when Verdu formulated an optimal
multiuser detection for the AWGN channel, maximumlikelihood sequence estimator
(MLSE)[20].

During the 1990s, wideband CDMAtechniques with a bandwidth of 5 MHz or
more have been studied intensively throughout the world, and several trial systems have
been built and tested [21]. These include FRAMES FMA2 (FRAMES Multiple Access)
in Europe, Core-A in Japan, the European/Japanese harmonized WCDMA scheme,
cdma2000 in the United States, and the TTA I and TTA II (Telecommunication

Technology Association) schemes in Korea. Introduction of third-generation wireless
communications systems using wideband CDMAis expected around the year 2000.

Wideband CDMAhas a bandwidth of 5 MHz or more. The nominal bandwidth

for all third-generation proposals is S-MHz. There are several reasons for choosing this
bandwidth. First, data rates of 144 and 384 Kbps, the main target of third-generation
systems, are achievable within the 5-MHz bandwidth with a reasonable capacity. Even
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a 2-Mbpspeak rate can be provided underlimited conditions. Second, lack of spectrum
calls for reasonably small minimum spectrum allocation, especially if the system has to
be deployed within the existing frequency bands occupied already by second-generation
systems. Third, the 5-MHz bandwidth can resolve (separate) more multipaths than
narrower bandwidths, increasing diversity and thus improving performance. Larger
bandwidths of 10, 15, and 20-MHz have been proposed to support higher data rates
more effectively.

Based on the above description, the CDMAera is divided in to three periods:
(1) pioneer CDMAera, (2) narrowband CDMAera, and (3) wideband CDMAera, as
shownin Table 7.1.

Table 7.1
CDMA Era

Pioneer Era

John Pierce: time-hopping spread-spectrum

1956 Price and Green: antimultipath RAKE patent

1961 Magnuski: near-far problem
1970s Several developments for military field and navigation systems

Narrowband CDMA Era

Cooper and Nettleton: cellular application of spread-
Investigation of narrowband CDMA techniques for cellular

pplicationsa

1984 DS-CDMA and Hybrid CDMA/FDMA proposal for the Group
Special Mobile in Europe

1986 Formulation of optimal multiuser detection by Verdu

Wideband CDMA Era

Europe: FRAMES FMA2 }Japan : Core-A
USA: cdma2000

Korea: TTA I, TTA IL

 
 

 
  

 
  

  

  
 
 

 

 

 

 WCDMA

 Commercialization of wideband CDMAsystems 

7.3 CDMA CONCEPTS

In CDMA,each user is assigned a unique code sequence (spreading code) it uses to
encodeits information-bearing signal. The receiver, knowing the code sequencesofthe
user, decodes a received signal after reception and recovers the original data. This is
possible because the cross-correlations between the code of the desired user and the
codes of the other users are small. Because the bandwidth of the code signal is chosen
to be much larger than the bandwidth of the information-bearing signal, the encoding
process enlarges (spreads) the spectrum of the signal and is therefore also known as
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spread-spectrum modulation. The resulting signal is also called a spread-spectrum
signal, and CDMAis often denoted as spread-spectrum multiple access (SSMA).

The spectral spreading of the transmitted signal gives to CDMA its multiple
access capability. It is therefore important to know the techniques necessary to generate
spread-spectrum signals and the properties of these signals. A spread-spectrum
modulation technique must fulfill two criteria:

1. The transmission bandwidth must be muchlarger than the information bandwidth.
2. The resulting radio-frequency bandwidth is determined by a function other than the

information being sent (so the bandwidth is statistically independent of the
information signal). This excludes modulation techniques like frequency
modulation (FM) and phase modulation (PM).

The ratio of transmitted bandwidth to information bandwidth is called the

processing gain G,, of the spread-spectrum system:

G, = He (7.1)

where B, is the transmission bandwidth and B; is the bandwidth of the information-

bearing signal.

The receiver correlates the received signal with a synchronously generated
replica of the spreading code to recover the original information-bearing signal. This
implies that the receiver must know the code used to modulate the data.

Because of the coding and the resulting enlarged bandwidth, spread-spectrum
(SS) signals have a numberof properties that differ from the properties of narrowband
signals. The most interesting from the communications systems point of view are
discussed below. To have a clear understanding, each property has been briefly
explained with the help of illustrations, if necessary, by applying direct-sequence
spread-spectrumtechniques.

Multiple access capability. If multiple users transmit a spread-spectrum signal at the
same time, the receiver will still be able to distinguish among the users provided each
user has a unique code that has a sufficiently low cross-correlation with the other codes.
Correlating the received signal with a code signal from a certain user will then only
despread the signal of this user, while the other spread-spectrum signals will remain
spread over a large bandwidth. Thus, within the information bandwidth the power of
the desired user will be larger than the interfering power provided there are not too
many interferers, and the desired signal can be extracted. The multiple access capability
is illustrated in Figure 7.1. In Figure 7.1(a), two users generate a spread-spectrum signal
from their narrowband data signals. In Figure 7.1(b) both users transmit their spread-
spectrum signals at the same time. At receiver 1, only the signal of user 1 is coherently
summed by user 1, despreader and the user 1 data recovered.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.1 Principle of spread-spectrum multiple access.

Protection against multipath interference. In a radio channel there is not just one path
between a transmitter and receiver. Because of reflections (and refractions), a signal is
received from a number of different paths. The signals of the different paths are all
copies of the same transmitted signal but with different amplitudes, phases, delays, and |
arrival angles. Adding these signals at the receiver will be constructive at some of the
frequencies and destructive at others. In the time domain, this results in a dispersed
signal. Spread-spectrum modulation can combat this multipath interference; however,
the way in which this is achieved depends very much on the type of modulation used. In
the next section, where CDMA schemes based on different modulation methods are

discussed, we show for each scheme how multipath interference rejection is obtained.

Privacy. The transmitted signal can only be despread and the data recovered if the code
is knownto the receiver.

Interference ‘rejection. Cross-correlating the code signal with a narrowband signal
spreads the power of the narrowband signal thereby reducing the interfering power in
the information bandwidth. Figure 7.2 illustrates this. The receiver observes spread-
spectrum signal s summed with a narrowbandinterference 7. At the receiver, the spread-
spectrum signal is despread while the interference signal is spread, making it appear as
background noise compared with the despread signal. Demodulation will be successful
if the resulting backgroundis of sufficiently weak energy in the despread information
bandwidth.

Antijamming capability, especially narrowbandjamming. This is more orless the same
as interference rejection except the interference is now willfully inflicted on the
system. It is this property, together with the next one, that makes spread-spectrum
modulation attractive for military applications.

Low probability of interception (LPI). Because of its low power density, the spread-
spectrum signalis difficult to detect and intercept by a hostile listener.
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Figure 7.2 Interference rejection.

Figure 7.3 gives general classification of CDMA showing pure and hybrid
CDMA.

Pure CDMA. There are three modulation techniques that generate spread-spectrum
signals, known as Pure CDMA.These three techniquesare as follows:

e Direct-sequence (DS) CDMA. The information-bearing signal is multiplied directly
by a high-chip-rate spreading code.

e Frequency-hopping (FH) CDMA. The carrier frequency at which the information-
bearing signal is transmitted is rapidly changed according to the spreading code.

e Time-hopping (TH) CDMA. The information-bearing signal is not transmitted
continuously. Instead the signal is transmitted in short bursts where the times of the
bursts are decided by the spreading code.

Hybrid CDMA. Two or more of the pure CDMAtechniques can be used together to
combine (knownas hybrid pure CDMA) the advantages and, it is hoped, to combat their
disadvantages. Further, it is possible to combine CDMA with other multiple access
methods: contentionless (scheduling) access schemes (FDMA, TDMA), known as
hybrid contentionless CDMA (e.g., TDMA/CDMA)[2], contention (random) access
scheme (ISMA), known as hybrid contention CDMA (e.g., CDMA/ISMA) [2, 3], and
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), known as hybrid OFDM/CDMA
(e.g., MC-CDMA) [2]. Multicarrier (MC)-CDMA and multitone (MT)-CDMA are
introduced in Chapter8.
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CDMA

Pure CDMA Hybrid CDMA

DS FH TH | | : | |
Hybrid-pure CDMA Hybrid- Hybrid - Hybrid-

contentionless contention OFDM/CDMA
| CDMA CDMA

Wideband Narrowband DS/FH | | |
eRe ew ea TDMA/CDMA=CDMAJISMAFH/TH MC-CDMA

frequency frequency TDMA- Alhopping hopping RPS FDMAcDMA OY AKOHA MT-CDMA

Figure 7.3 Classification of CDMA.

In the next section, the above-mentioned pure CDMA modulation techniques
are used to show the multiple access capability of CDMA. The remainder of the
chapters, however, mainly concentrate on direct-sequence (DS)-CDMAandits related
subjects.

7.3.1 Pure CDMA

Wecan classify CDMAprotocols in two different ways: by concept or by modulation
method. The first classification gives us two protocol groups: averaging systems and
avoidance systems. The averaging systems reduce the interference by averaging the
interference over a wide time interval. The avoidance systems reduce the interference
by avoidingit for a large part of the time.

Classifying by modulation gives us five protocols: direct-sequence (or pseudo-
noise), frequency- and time-hopping protocols based on chirp modulation and hybrid
methods. Of these, the first (DS) is an averaging CDMA protocol while the hybrid
protocols can be averaging protocols depending on whether DSis used as part of the
hybrid method. All the other protocols are of the avoidance type. Table 7.2 summarizes
both waysof classification.

Table 7.2

Classifying CDMAprotocols.
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Direct-sequence. In DS-CDMA, the modulated information-bearing signal (the data
signal) is directly modulated by a digital, discrete-time, discrete-valued code signal. The
data signal can be either an analog signal or a digital one. In mostcases it is a digital
signal. In the case of a digital signal, the data modulation is often omitted and the data
signal is directly multiplied by the code signal and the resulting signal modulates the
widebandcarrier. It is from this direct multiplication that the DS-CDMAgetsits name.

Data Spreading
modulator modulator

Carrier Code
generator generator

Figure 7.4 Block diagram of a DS-SS transmitter.

     
Figure 7.4 gives a block diagram of a DS-CDMAtransmitter. The binary data

signal modulates an RF carrier. The modulated carrier is then modulated by the code
signal. This code signal consists of a number of code bits called “chips” that can be
either +1 or —1. To obtain the desired spreading of the signal, the chip rate of the code
signal must be much higher than the chip rate of the information signal. For the
spreading modulation, various modulation techniques can be used, but usually some
form of phase-shift keying (PSK) like binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), differential
binary phase-shift keying (D-BPSK), quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK), or
minimum-shift keying (MSK) is employed.

If we omit the data modulation and use BPSK for the code modulation, we

attain the block diagram given in Figure 7.5. The DS-SS signal resulting from this
transmitter is shown in Figure 7.6. The rate of the code signal is called the chip rate;
one chip denotes one symbol when referring to spreading code signals. In this figure, 10
code chips per information symbol are transmitted (i.e., the code chip rate is 10 times
the data rate), so the processing gain is equal to 10.
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Figure 7.5 Modified block diagram of a DS-SS transmitter.

Data signal

Codesignal

Data signal x codesignal

BPSK-modulated signal

 
timeSl

Figure 7.6 Generation of a BPSK-modulated spread-spectrum signal.

After transmission of the signal, the receiver (shown in Figure 7.7) despreads
the spread-spectrum signal using a locally generated code sequence. To be able to
perform the despreading operation, the receiver must not only know the code sequence
used to spread the signal, but the codes of the received signal and the locally generated
code must also be synchronized. This synchronization must be accomplished at the
beginning of the reception and maintained until the whole signal has been received. The
code synchronization/tracking block performs this operation. After despreading, a data-
modulated signal results, and after demodulation, the original data can be recovered.

The previous section mentioned a number of advantages of spread-spectrum
signals. The most important of those properties from the viewpoint of CDMAis the
multiple access capability, the multipath interference rejection, the narrowband
interference rejection, and with respect to secure/private communication, the LPI. We
explain these four properties for the case of DS-CDMA.
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Figure 7.7 Receiver of a DS-SSsignal.

Multiple access. If multiple users use the channel at the same time, multiple DS signal
will overlap in time and frequency. At the receiver, despreading is used to remove the
spreading code. This operation concentrates the power of the desired user in the
information bandwidth. If the cross-correlations between the code of the desired user

and the codes of the interfering users are small, coherent detection will only put a small
part of the powerof the interfering signals into the information bandwidth.

Multipath interference. If the code sequence has an ideal autocorrelation function, then
the autocorrelation function is zero outside the interval [—7.,7.], where T, is the chip
duration. This means that if the desired signal and a version that is delayed for more
than 27. are received, despreading will treat the delayed version as an interfering signal,
putting only a small part of the powerin the information bandwidth.

Narrowband interference. The coherent detection at the receiver involves a
multiplication of the received signal by a locally generated code sequence. As we saw at
the transmitter, however, multiplying a narrowband signal with a wideband code
sequence spreads the spectrum of the narrowband signal so that its power in the
information bandwidth decreases by a factor equal to the processing gain.

LPI. Because the DS signal uses the whole signal spectrum all the time, it will have a
very low transmitted powerper hertz. This makesit very difficult to detect a DSsignal.

Apart from the above-mentioned properties, DS-CDMA has a numberof other
specific properties that we can divide into advantageous (+) and disadvantageous (—)
behavior:

+ The generation of the coded signal is easy to implement. It can be performed by a
simple multiplication.

+ Because only one carrier frequency has to be generated, the frequency synthesizer
(carrier generator) is simple.

+ No synchronization among the users is necessary.
— It is difficult to acquire and maintain the synchronization of the locally generated

code signal and the received signal. Synchronization has to be kept within a fraction
of the chip time.
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— For correct reception, the synchronization error of locally generated code sequence
and the received code sequence must be very small, a fraction of the chip time.
This, combined with the nonavailability of large contiguous frequency bands,
practically limits the bandwidth to 10 to 20 MHz.

— The power received from users close to the base station is much higher than that
received from users further away. Because a user continuously transmits over the
whole bandwidth, a user close to the base constantly creates a lot of interference for
users far from the base station, making their reception impossible. This near-far
effect can be solved by applying a power contro] algorithm so that all users are
received by the base station with the same average power. This control, however,
proves to be quite difficult because of feedback delays, imperfect power estimates,
errors in the feedback channel, and traffic conditions.

Frequency-hopping. In frequency-hopping CDMA, the carrier frequency of the
modulated information signal is not constant but changes periodically. During time
intervals 7, the carrier frequency remains the same, but after each time interval, the
carrier hops to another (or possibly the same) frequency. The hopping pattern is decided
by the spreading code. The set of available frequencies the carrier can attain is called
the hop-set.

The frequency occupation of an FH-SS system differs considerably from a DS-
SS system. A DS system occupies the whole frequency band whenit transmits, whereas
an FH system uses only a small part of the bandwidth whenit transmits, but the location
of this part differs in time.

Figure 7.8 illustrates the difference between the FH-SS and the DS-SS
frequency usage. Suppose an FH system is transmitting in frequency band 2 during the
first time period. A DS system transmitting in the same time period spreads its signal
power over the whole frequency band so the powertransmitted in frequency band 2 will
be muchless than that of the FH system. The DS system transmits in frequency band 2
during all time periods, however, while the FH system only uses this band part of the
time. On average, both systems transmit the same powerin the frequency band.

Figure 7.9 gives the block diagram for an FH-CDMAsystem. The data signalis
baseband modulated. Using a fast frequency synthesizer that is controlled by the code
signal, the carrier frequency is converted up to the transmission frequency.

The inverse process takes place at the receiver. Using a locally generated code
sequence, the received signal is converted down to the baseband. The data are
recovered after (baseband) demodulation. The synchronization/tracking circuit ensures
that the hopping of the locally generated carrier synchronizes to the hopping pattern of
the received carrier so that correct despreading of the signal is possible.

Within frequency-hopping CDMA,a distinction is made based on the hopping
rate of the carrier. If the hopping rate is (much) greater than the symbol rate, the
modulation is considered to be fast frequency-hopping (F-FH). In this case, the carrier
frequency changes a numberof times during the transmission of one symbol, so that
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Figure 7.8 Time/frequency occupancy of FH and DSsignals.
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Figure 7.9 Block diagram of an FH-CDMAtransmitter and receiver.

 
 
 

     
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

onebit is transmitted at different frequencies. If the hopping rate is (much) smaller than
the symbolrate, it is slow frequency-hopping (S-FH). In this case, multiple symbols are
transmitted at the same frequency.

The occupied bandwidth of the signal on one of the hopping frequencies
depends not only on the bandwidth of the information signal, but also on the shape of
the hopping signal and the hopping frequency.If the hopping frequency is much smaller
than the information bandwidth (whichis the case in slow frequency-hopping), then the
information bandwidth is the main factor that decides the occupied bandwidth. If,
however, the hopping frequency is much greater than the information bandwidth, the
pulse shape of the hopping signal decides the occupied bandwidth at one hopping
frequency. If this pulse shape is very abrupt (resulting in very abrupt frequency
changes), the frequency band is very broad, limiting the number of hop frequencies. If
we make sure that the frequency changes are smooth, the frequency band at each
hopping frequency is about 1/7, times the frequency bandwidth, where 7), is equal to
the hopping frequency. We can make the frequency changes smooth by decreasing the
transmitted power before a frequency hop and increasing it again when the hopping
frequency has changed.
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As has been done for DS-CDMA,wediscuss the properties of FH-CDMA with
respect to multiple access capability, multipath interference rejection, narrowband
interference rejection, and probability of interception.

Multiple access. It is easy to visualize how the F-FH and S-FH CDMAobtain their
multiple access capability. In the F-FH, one symbolis transmitted in different frequency
bands. If the desired user is the only one to transmit in most of the frequency bands, the
received powerof the desired signal is much higher than the interfering power and the
signal will be received correctly.

In the S-FH, multiple symbols are transmitted at one frequency. If the
probability of other users transmitting in the same frequency band is low enough, the
desired user is received correctly most of the time. For those times that interfering users
transmit in the same frequency band, error-correcting codes are used to recover the data
transmitted during that period.

Multipath interference. In the F-FH CDMAthecarrier frequency changes a number of
times during the transmission of one symbol. Thus, a particular signal frequency is
modulated and transmitted on a numberof carrier frequencies. The multipath effect is
different at the different carrier frequencies. As a result, signal frequencies that are
amplified at one carrier frequency are attenuated at another carrier frequency and vice
versa. At the receiver, the responses at the different hopping frequencies are averaged,
thus reducing the multipath interference. Because usually noncoherent combining is
used, this is not as effective as the multipath interference rejection in a DS-CDMA
system,butit still gives quite an improvement.

Narrowband interference. Suppose a narrowband signal is interfering on one of the

hopping frequencies. If there are G, hopping frequencies (where G, is the processing
gain), the desired user (on average) uses the hopping frequency where the interfereris

located 1/G, percent of the time. The interference is therefore reduced by a factor G,.

LPI. The difficulty in intercepting an FH signal lies not in its low transmission power.
During a transmission, it uses as much powerper hertz as a continuous transmission.
But the frequency at which the signal is going to be transmitted is unknown, and the
duration of the transmission at a particular frequency is quite small. Therefore, although
the signal is more readily intercepted than a DSsignal, it is still a difficult task to
perform.

Apart from the above-mentioned properties, the FH-CDMA has a number of
other specific properties that we can divide into advantageous (+) and disadvantageous
(—) behavior:

+ Time synchronization is much easier with FH-CDMA than with DS-CDMA.FH-
CDMAsynchronization has to be within a fraction of the hop time. Because
spectral spreading is not obtained by using a very high hopping frequency but by
using a large hop-set, the hop time will be much longer than the chip time of a DS-
CDMAsystem. Thus, an FH-CDMAsystem allowsa larger synchronization error.
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+ The different frequency bands that an FH signal can occupy do not have to be
contiguous because we can make the frequency synthesizer easily skip over certain
parts of the spectrum. Combined with the easier synchronization, this allows much
higher spread-spectrum bandwidths.

+ The probability of multiple users transmitting in the same frequency band at the
Same time is small. A user transmitting far from the base station is received by it
even if users close to the base station are transmitting, as those users are probably
transmitting at different frequencies. Thus, the near-far performance. is much better
than that of DS.

+ Because of the larger possible bandwidth a FH system can employ, it offers a higher
possible reduction of narrowbandinterference than a DS system.

— A sophisticated frequency synthesizer is necessary.

— An abrupt change of the signal when changing frequency bands leads to an increase
in the occupied spectrum. To avoid this, the signal has to be ramped up and down
when changing frequency.

— Coherent demodulation is difficult because of the problems in maintaining a
coherent reference phase between hops.

Time-hopping. In time-hopping CDMA,the data signal is transmitted in rapid bursts at
time intervals determined by the code assignedto the user. The timeaxis is divided into
frames, and each frame is divided into M timeslots. During each frame, the user
transmits in one of the M timeslots. Which of the M timeslots is transmitted depends on
the code signal assigned to the user. Because a user transmits all of its data in one,
instead of M timeslots, the frequency it needs for its transmission has increased by a
factor M. A block diagram of a TH-CDMAsystem is given in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.11 shows the time-frequency plot of the TH-CDMA systems.
Comparing Figure 7.11 with Figure 7.10, we see that the TH-CDMA uses the whole
wideband spectrum for short periods instead of parts of the spectrum all of the time.

Buffer Buffer

Slow in Data Data Data
de-

modulator

 

 
 

 
 fast out  

 
 

 
Carrier Carrier

generator generator generator  
Figure 7.10 Block diagram of a TH-CDMaAtransmitter and receiver.
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Figure 7.11 Time-frequency plot of TH-CDMA.

Following the same procedure as for the previous CDMA schemes, we discuss
the properties of TH-CDMA with respect to multiple access capability, multipath
interference rejection, narrowband interference rejection, and probability of
interception.

Multiple access. The multiple access capability of TH-SS signals is acquired in the
same manneras that of the FH-SS signals; namely, by making the probability of users’
transmissions in the same frequency band at the same time small. In the case of time-

hopping, all transmissions are in the same frequency band, so the probability of more
than one transmission at the same time must be small. This is again achieved by
assigning different codes to different users. If multiple transmissions do occur, error-
correcting codes ensure that the desired signal can still be recovered.

If there is synchronization among the users, and the assigned codes are such that
no more than one user transmits at a particular slot, then the TH-CDMAreduces to a
TDMA scheme where the slot in which a user transmits is not fixed but changes from
frame to frame.

Multipath interference. In the TH-CDMA,a signal is transmitted in reduced time. The
signaling rate, therefore, increases, and dispersion of the signal now leads to overlap of
adjacent bits. Therefore, no advantage is gained with respect to multipath interference
rejection.

Narrowband interference. A TH-CDMA signal is transmitted in reduced time. This

reduction is equal to 1/G,, where G, is the processing gain. At the receiver we receive
only an interfering signal during the reception of the desired signal. Thus, we receive

only the interfering signal 1/G, percent of the time, reducing the interfering power by a
factor G,.

LPI. With TH-CDMA,the frequency at which a user transmits is constant but the times
at which a user transmits are unknown, and the durations of the transmissions are very
short. Particularly when multiple users are transmitting, this makes it difficult for an
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intercepting receiver to distinguish the beginning and end of a transmission and to
decide which transmissions belong to which user.

Apart from the above-mentioned properties, the TH-CDMA has a number of
other specific properties that we can divide into advantageous (+) and disadvantageous
(—) behavior:

+ Implementation is simpler than that of FH-CDMA, as no relatively complex
hopping frequency synthesizer is required.

+ TH-CDMaAis a very useful method when the transmitter is average-power limited
but not peak-power limited because the data are transmitted is short bursts at high
power.

+ As with the FH-CDMA,the near-far problem is much less of a problem as most of
the time a terminal far from the base station transmits alone and is not hindered by
transmissions from stations close by.

— It takes a long time before the code is synchronized, and the time in which the
receiver has to perform the synchronization is short.

— If multiple transmissions occur, a large number of data bits are lost, so a good
error-correcting code anddata interleaving are necessary.

_ Hybrid-pure-CDMA. The hybrid-pure-CDMA systems include all CDMAsystemsthat
employ a combination of two or more of the above-mentioned spread-spectrum
modulation techniques or a combination of CDMA with some other multiple access
technique. By combining the basic spread-spectrum modulation techniques, we have
four possible hybrid systems: DS/FH, DS/TH, FH/TH, and DS/FH/TH; and by
combining CDMA with TDMA or multicarrier modulation we have two more:
CDMA/TDMAand MC-CDMA.

The idea of the hybrid system is to combine the specific advantages of each of
the modulation techniques. If we take, for example, the combined DS/FH system, we
have the advantage of the anti-multipath property of the DS system combined with the
favorable near-far operation of the FH system. Of course, the disadvantage lies in the
increased complexity of the transmitter and receiver. For illustration purposes, we give
a block diagram of a combined DS/FH CDMAtransmitter in Figure 7.12.

The data signal is first spread using a DS code signal. The spread signal is then
modulated on a carrier whose frequency hops according to another code sequence. A
code clock ensuresa fixed relation between the two codes.
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Figure 7.12 Hybrid DS-FH transmitter.

7.4 BASIC DS-CDMA ELEMENTS

In this section, we review the fundamental elements for understanding DS-CDMA and
its application into third-generation systems; namely, RAKE receiver, power control,
soft handover, interfrequency handover, and multiuser detection.

7.4.1 RAKE Receiver

A DSspread-spectrum signal waveform is well matched to the multipath channel. In a
multipath channel, the original transmitted signal reflects from obstacles such as
buildings and mountains, and the receiver receives several copies of the signal with
different delays. If the signals arrive more than one chip apart from each other, the
receiver can resolve them. Actually, from each multipath signal’s point of view, other
multipath signals can be regarded as interference and are suppressed by the processing
gain. A further benefit is obtained, however, if the resolved multipath signals are
combined using a RAKE receiver. Thus, the signal waveform of CDMA signals
facilitates use of multipath diversity. Expressing the same phenomenonin the frequency
domain meansthat the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is larger than the coherence
bandwidth of the channel and the channel is frequency selective (i.e., only part of the
signal is affected by the fading).

A RAKE receiver consists of correlators, each receiving a multipath signal.
After despreading by correlators, the signals are combined using, for example, maximal
ratio combining. Because the received multipath signals are fading independently,
diversity order and thus performance are improved. Figure 7.13 illustrates the principle
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of a RAKEreceiver. After spreading and modulation, the signal is transmitted and it
passes through a multipath channel, which can be modeled by a tapped delay line (i.e.,
the reflected signals are delayed and attenuated in the channel). In Figure 7.13 we have
three multipath components with different delays (%], tT, and 73) and attenuation factors
(a1, a2, and a3), each corresponding to a different propagation path. The RAKE receiver
has a receiver finger for each multipath component. In each finger, the received signal
is correlated by the spreading code, which is time-aligned with the delay of the
multipath signal. After despreading, the signals are weighted and combined. In Figure
7.13, maximal ratio combining is used; that is, each signal is weighted by the
(conjugated) path gain (or path attenuation factor). Because of transmitter or receiver
movements, the scattering environment will change, and thus, the delays and
attenuation factors change as well. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the tapped-
delay-line profile and to reallocate RAKE fingers whenever the delays have changed by
a significant amount. Small-scale changes, less than one chip, are taken care of by a
code tracking loop, which tracks the time delay of each multipath signal.

 
 Code

generator

Figure 7.13 Principle of RAKE receiver.

7.4.2 Power Control

In the uplink of a DS-CDMAsystem, the requirement for power control is the most
serious negative point. The power control problem arises because of the multiple access
interference. All users in a DS-CDMAsystem transmit the messages by using the same
bandwidth at the same time, and therefore users interfere with one another. Because of

the propagation mechanism,the signal received by the base station from a user terminal
close to the base station is stronger than the signal received from another terminal
located at the cell boundary. Hence, the distant users are dominated by the close user.
This is called the near-far effect. To achieve a considerable capacity, all signals,
irrespective of distance, should arrive at the base station with the same mean power. A
solution to this problem is power control, which attempts to achieve a constant received
mean power for each user. Therefore, the performance of the transmitter power control
(TPC) is one of the several dependent factors when deciding on the capacity of a DS-
CDMAsystem.
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In contrast to the uplink, in the downlinkall signals propagate through the same
channel and thus are received by a mobile station with equal power. Therefore, no
power control is required to eliminate the near-far problem. Power control isstill
desirable, however, to minimize the interference to other cells. Ideally, you want to
transmit just enough powerto each user so that all users experience the same signal-to-
interference ratio at the minimum required level. Unfortunately, power control in the
DS-CDMA downlink actually creates a near-far problem. Therefore, the powerfor all
users cannot be much smaller than that for the most remote user, resulting in more
interference to other cells than in the case of ideal powercontrol.

In addition to being useful against interfering users, power control improves the
performance of DS-CDMAagainst fading channel by compensating the fading dips. If

it followed the channel fading perfectly, power control would turn a SAGE channelinto
an AWGNchannel by eliminating the fading dips completely.

Two types of power control principles exist: open loop and closed loop. In
open-loop powercontrol, the transmitter measures the interference conditions from the
channel and adjusts the transmission power accordingly to meet the desired frame error
rate (FER) target. Because the fast fading does not correlate between uplink and
downlink, however, open loop powercontrol will achieve the right power target only on
average. Therefore, closed-loop power control is required. In closed-loop power
control, the receiver measures the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and_sends
commands to the transmitter on the other end to adjust the transmission power.

7.4.3 Soft Handover

In soft handover, a mobile station is connected to more than. one base station

simultaneously. Soft handover is used in CDMAto reduce the interference into other
cells and to improve performance through macrodiversity. Softer handover is a soft
handover between twosectors of a cell.

Neighboring cells of a cellular system using either FDMA or TDMAdo not use
the same frequencies. The spatial separation between cells using the same frequenciesis
determined by the frequency reusefactor, whichis the ratio of the total numberofcells
and the number of cells that use one particular frequency. Because of the processing
gain, such spatial separation is not needed in CDMA,and a frequency reuse factor of
one can be used. Usually, a mobile station performs a handover when the signal
strength of a neighboring cell exceeds the signal strength of the current cell with a given
threshold. This is called hard handover. Yo avoid excessive interference, an

instantaneous handover from the current cell to the new cell is required whenthe signal
strength of the new cell exceeds the signal strength of the current cell. This is not,
however, feasible in practice because of rapid fluctuations of the signal strength. The
handover mechanism should always allow the mobile station to connect into a cell,
which it receives with the highest power(i.e., with the lowest path loss). Because in
soft handover the mobile station is connected to either two or more base stations, its
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transmission power can be controlled according to the cell, which the mobile station
receives with the highest signal strength. A mobile station enters the soft handoverstate
when the signal strength of a neighboring cell exceeds a certain threshold butis still
below the currentbasestation’s signal strength.

Fortunately, the signal structure of CDMAis well suited for the implementation
of soft handover. This is because in the uplink, two or more base stations can receive
the same signal because of the reuse factor of one; and in the downlink, the mobile
station can coherently combine the signals from different base stations since it sees
them as just additional multipath components—providedthat the base stations are time-
synchronized to within a few chip intervals. This provides an additional benefit called
macro diversity (i.e., the diversity gain provided by the reception of one or more
additional signals). A separate pilot channel is usually used for the signal strength
measurements for handover purposes.

 
Figure 7.14 Principle of soft handover with twobasestation transceivers (BTS).

In the downlink, however, soft handover creates more interference to the system
because the new base station now transmits an additional signal for the mobile station.
It is possible that the mobile station cannot collect all of the energy that the base station
transmits because of a limited number of RAKE fingers. Thus, the gain of soft
handover in the downlink depends on the gain of macrodiversity and the loss of
performance due to increased interference.

Figure 7.14 illustrates the soft handover principle with two base stations
involved. In the uplink the mobile station signal is received by the two basestations,
which, after demodulation and combining, pass the signal forward to the combining
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point, typically to the base station controller (BSC). In the downlink, the same
information is transmitted through both base stations, and the mobile station receives
the information from two base stations as separate multipath signals and can therefore
combine them.

7.4.4 Interfrequency Handover

The third-generation CDMA networks will have multiple frequency carriers in each
cell, and a hot-spot cell could have a larger number of frequencies than neighboring
cells. Further, in hierarchical cell structures, microcells will have a different frequency
than the macrocell overlaying the microcells. Therefore, an efficient procedure is
needed for a handover between different frequencies. A blind handover used by second
generation CDMA does not result in an adequate call quality. Instead, the mobile
station has to be able to measure the signal strength and quality of another carrier
frequency, while still maintaining the connection in the current carrier frequency.
Because a CDMA transmission is continuous, there are no idle slots for the

interfrequency measurements as in the TDMA-based systems. Therefore, compressed
mode and dual receiver have been proposed as a solution to interfrequency handover
[22]. In the compressed mode, measurementslots are created by transmitting the data of
a frame, for example, with a lower spreading ratio during a shorter period, and therest
of the frame is used for the measurements on other carriers. The dual receiver can

measure other frequencies without affecting the reception of the current frequency.

7.4.55 Multiuser Detection

The current CDMA receivers are based on the RAKE receiver principle, which
considers other users’ signals as interference. In an optimal receiver, however, all
signals would be detected jointly or interference from other signals would be removed
by subtracting them from the desired signal. This is possible because the interferenceis
deterministic and not random.

The capacity of a DS-CDMA system using RAKE receiver is interference
limited. In practice this means that when a new user, or interferer, enters the network,
other users’ service quality degrades. The more the network canresist interference the
more users can be served. Multiple access interference that disturbs a base or mobile
station is a sum of both intra- and intercell interference.

Multiuser detection (MUD), also called joint detection and interference
cancellation (IC), can reduce the effect of multiple access interference, and hence
increases the system capacity. In the first place, MUD is considered to cancel only the
intracell interference, meaning that in a practical system the capacity will be limited by
the efficiency of the algorithm and the intercell interference.
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In addition to capacity improvement, MUD alleviates the near-far problem
typical to DS-CDMAsystems. A mobile station close to a base station may block the
whole cell traffic by using too high a transmission power. If this user is detected first
and subtracted from the input signal, the other users do notsee the interference.

Because optimal multiuser detection is very complex and difficult to implement
in practice for any reasonable number of users, a number of suboptimal multiuser and
interference cancellation receivers have been developed. The suboptimal receivers can
be divided into two main categories: linear detectors and interference cancellation.
Linear detectors apply a linear transform to the outputs of the matched filters that are
trying to remove the multiple access interference (i.e., the interference due to
correlations among user codes). Examples of linear detectors are decorrelator and linear
minimum mean square error (LMMSE)detectors. In interference cancellation, multiple
access interference is first estimated and then subtracted from the received signal.
Parallel interference cancellation (PIC) and successive (serial) interference cancellation
(SIC) are examples of interference cancellation.
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CHAPTER 8

MULTI - CARRIER CDMA

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 7 presented an overview of code division multiple access (CDMA). CDMA
has been considered a candidate to support. multimedia services in mobile
communications because it has its own capabilities to cope with the asynchronous
nature of multimedia data traffic, to provide higher capacity over conventional access
schemes such as TDMA and FDMA, and to combat hostile channel frequency
selectivity. Direct sequence (DS-) and Frequency hopping (FH-) CDMAsystems have
been subject to extensive research [1]. The development of a third generation mobile
communications system has already been taking place using the wideband CDMA
systems [2, 3].

Recently, a new CDMA system based on a combination of CDMA and
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)signaling, which is called Multi-
Carrier (MC-) CDMA system, has been reported in [4—6]. It has gained muchattention,
because the signal can be easily transmitted and received using the fast fourier
transform (FFT) device without increasing the transmitter and receiver complexities
and is potentially robust to channel frequency selectivity with a good frequency use
efficiency.

So far, many reports have been dedicated for the bit-error ratio (BER) analysis
of MC-CDMAsystem and the BER comparison between MC-CDMAand DS-CDMA
systems in frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels [7—14]. In these works,
“independent fading characteristic at each received path” has been often assumed for
the BER analysis of DS-CDMA system, whereas “independent fading characteristic at
each received subcarrier” is likewise for the BER analysis of MC-CDMAsystem. In
general, however, fading characteristics among subcarriers are highly correlated, and
the subcarrier correlation is uniquely determined by the multipath delay profile of the
channel. Therefore, when we discuss BER performance of MC-CDMAsystems and
compareit with that of other multiple access systems such as DS-CDMA,it is essential
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to make a fair assumption for all the systems compared, such as the same channel
frequency selectivity and channel time selectivity as well as the same
modulation/demodulation format, transmission rate, and processing gain. Further, when
we design a MC-CDMAsystem and discuss the BER performance,it is essential to
carefully determine two transmission parameters: the length of guard interval and the
numberof subcarriers. These significantly affect BER performance.

In Chapter 8, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the MC-CDMA
system. To focus more attention on the MC-CDMA concept, we introduce a
conventional DS-CDMAsystem for a comparison. The MC-CDMaAsystem inevitably
requires linear amplification becauseit is very sensitive to nonlinear amplification. This
requirement could be realizable for base stations, so in this sense, we can say that the
MC-CDMaAsystem is well suited for a downlink channel. Therefore, in the BER
investigation, we further discuss the downlink performance, although the uplink
performance is shown as well. We show the BER performance with four different
combining strategies such as orthogonality restoring combining (ORC), equal gain
combining (EGC), maximum ratio combining (MRC), and minimum mean square error
combining (MMSEC). They are all categorized into single-user detection scheme
applicable for downlink and uplink channels, however, as shown later, the MC-CDMA
uplink performanceis still poor even with quasisynchronous scenario.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 explains a frequency-selective
fast Rayleigh fading channel to carry out the MC-CDMAsystem design and the BER
evaluation. Section 8.3 shows the DS-CDMA and MC-CDMaAsystems andoutlines the
four different combining strategies for the MC-CDMAsystem. Section 8.4 discusses a
MC-CDMaAdesign method, namely, how to determine the number of subcarriers and
the length of guard interval to minimize the BER for a given channel condition. Section
8.5 shows the theoretical BER lower bounds for both systems and proves their
equivalence. Section 8.6 demonstrates the BER performance of MC-CDMAand DS-
CDMA schemesin (synchronous) downlink and quasisynchronous uplink channels and
discusses the advantages and disadvantages in terms of “bandwidth of transmitted
signal spectrum” and “attainable BER performance.” And finally, Section 8.7 draws
our conclusions.

8.2 CHANNEL MODEL

As a frequency selective fast Rayleigh fading channel, we assume a wide sense
stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) channel [15] with L received paths in the
complex equivalent low-pass time-variant impulse response:

hi (st)= >«/5-1) (8.1)
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where j is the user index, f and T are the time and the delay, respectively, 5() is the

Dirac delta function, gj @) is the /™ path gain for user j which is a mutually independent
complex Gaussian random process with zero mean and variance op for different /, and
7 is the propagation delay for the /-th path. Figure 8.1 shows the corresponding
multipath power delay profile given by (we assume that there is no signal whose
propagation delay exceeds the symbol duration)

oi ()=5E nh” (t;t)-h/ (t;1)|= ¥,076(c-1,) (8.2)

where E(-) is the expectation and * is the complex conjugate. With (8.2), the RMS
(root mean square) delay spread Caw) can be calculated [16].

 
Figure 8.1 Multipath power delay profile.

On the other hand, the channel time selectivity is characterized by the
normalized time autocorrelation function [15]:

 

pi (at)=— + Elg/ (t+ Ar)- ¢7"()] (8.3)
20;

Assuming that an omnidirectional antenna is used at the receiver and the
angular distribution of wave arrivals on each path is uniform, the autocorrelation is
given by [17]

pi(At) = Jo(2mf,At)=1—Gf,Aty (fpr) <<1, (8.4)
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where Jo(.) and fp are the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind and the maximum

Doppler frequency, respectively. Note that, for different 7, the path gains {e/ 0} are
independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) in an uplink channel and_identically
distributed in a downlink channel.

8.3 DS-CDMA AND MC-CDMA SYSTEMS

The OFDM scheme is robust to frequency-selective fading; however, it has some
disadvantages such as difficulty in subcarrier synchronization and sensitivity to
frequency offset and nonlinear amplification, which result from the fact that it is
composed of many subcarriers with their overlapping powerspectra and exhibits a non-
constant nature in its envelope, see Chapters 4 and 6, respectively. In contrast to this,
DS-CDMA is quite robust to frequency offsets and nonlinear distortion. The
combination of OFDM signaling and CDMA scheme has one major advantage,
however,in that it can lower the symbol rate in each subcarrier so that a longer symbol
duration makes it easier to quasisynchronize the transmissions [18]. For instance, in
[19], a multicarrier-based DS-CDMA scheme is proposed for a quasisynchronous
system. In this chapter, we assume a quasisynchronous uplink channel, in addition to a
(synchronous) downlink channel. We discuss the BER performance of MC-CDMAand
DS-CDMA systems in multipath fading channels. To focus attention on the BER
variations by different combining strategies, we assume a perfect subcarrier
synchronization with no frequency offset and no nonlinear distortion and perfect
subcarrier amplitude/phase estimation for MC-CDMAsystem. On the other hand, for
the DS-CDMA system, we assume a perfect carrier synchronization and perfect path
gain estimation.

8.3.1 DS-CDMA System

Figure 8.2(a) shows the DS-CDMAtransmitter for the j” user with binary PSK
modulation/coherent (CBPSK) format. The complex equivalent lowpass transmitted
signal is written as

sig) = > ¥.b,We,(k)p, (t- kT, -iT,) | (8.5)
i= k=0k=

where, b,(i) and cj(k) are the iinformation bit and the k" chip of the spreading code
with length Kps and chip duration T,, respectively, T, (= 1/R) is the symbol duration (R
is the symbol rate), and p,(t) is the chip pulse waveform. For instance, when a
rectangular pulse is used, p,(t) is given by
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p=) (Osrs7,) (8.6)O (otherwise)

The mainlobe bandwidth of the transmitted signal spectrum for a rectangular
pulse waveform is given by

Bos = 2Kp;/T, (8.7)

and for the Nyquist pulse waveform with rolloff factor of a (see Figure 8.2(b)),

Bps = (1+ e@ )Kps/T, (O <a@<1.0). (8.8)

Figure 8.2(c) showsthe /-finger DS-CDMA RAKE receiverfor the j“" user. The
received signal through the channel given by (8.1) is written as

Tog (t) = S [sds (¢-t)@hi (t3t)dt +n(t)
J=1 co

=Scifi)and) 895
I=1 j=l

where J is the numberof total active users, @ is the convolution operation, and n(t) is

the complex additive Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance o*. The
decision variable at t = iT, is written as

iT, +Ty+Ts Kps —1
= J x cj (k) pc lt-kT¢ -iTs —ty rps (t)dt (8.10)s 0

? I = os
pi = % 8° (tr)

y=I ¥ iT, +Ty k=
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T, : Symbol duration
T. : Chip duration
fo: Carrier frequency ae

e(Kps-l) ck) cos (2pfot)

Datastrea p> isps?
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(1+a)Kps/T;

a: Rolloff factor

to Frequency

(b)

cos (2pfot)

Received signal
rps(t)

 
  

Path Selection

Path gain Kps

1-finger combiner

Figure 8.2 DS-CDMA system: (a) transmitter, (b) power spectrum of its transmitted signal, and (c)
RAKE receiver.
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8.3.2) MC-CDMASystem

The MC-CDMAtransmitter spreads the original signal using a given spreading code in
the frequency domain. In other words, a fraction of the symbol corresponding to a chip
of the spreading code is transmitted through a different subcarrier. For Multi-Carrier
transmission,it is essential to have frequency nonselective fading over each subcarrier.
Therefore, if the original symbol rate is high enough to become subject to frequency-
selective fading, the signal needs to be serial-to-parallel converted first before being
spread over the frequency domain. The basic transmitter structure of MC-CDMA
schemeis similar to that of a normal OFDM scheme as described in Chapter 2. The
main difference is that the MC-CDMA scheme transmits the same symbol in parallel
through many subcarriers, whereas the OFDM schemetransmits different symbols.

Figure 8.3(a) shows the MC-CDMaAtransmitter for the T user with CBPSK
format. The input information sequenceis first converted into P parallel data sequences
(ajo(i), aj,1(i), ..., @j,p-1(i)) and then each serial/parallel converter output is multiplied
with the spreading code with length Kyyc. All the data in total n=Pxkyc (corresponding
to the total number of subcarriers) are modulated in baseband by the inverse discrete
fourier transform (IDFT) and converted back into serial data. The guard interval A is
inserted between symbols to avoid intersymbol interference caused by multipath
fading, and finally the signal is transmitted after RF up-conversion. The complex
equivalent lowpass transmitted signal is written as

too P-1Kyc!

sicO= >>) Ma,,,Od,(m)p,¢-iToP?CrrOwe (8.11)
f=-ep=0 m=0

T, =PT.,, (8.12)

Af’ =1/(T; —A) (8.13)

where {d,(0), dj(1), .... d(Kmc —1)} is the spreading code with length Kyc, T’s is the
symbol duration at subcarrier, Af’ is the minimum subcarrier separation, and p,(t) is the
rectangular symbol pulse waveform defined as

(-As¢<T’~A)ae 8.14Pt) { (otherwise) ( )
The bandwidth of the transmitted signal spectrum is written as (see Figure

8.3(b))

Buc = (P-Kuc —I/(r; —A)+2/T,

=Kyc/T,/—A/P)

=(1+ B)Kyc/T,, . (8.15)
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B= Arp (0< B<1.0), (8.16)

where is the bandwidth expansion factor associated with the guard intervalinsertion.

Note that, in (8.11), no spreading operation is done in the time domain. (8.12)
shows that the symbol duration at subcarrier level is P times as long as the original
symbol duration because of serial/parallel conversion. Although the minimum
subcarrier separation is given by (8.13), the subcarrier separation for a;,(i) is Af =
P/(T',-A) (see the hatched subcarrier power spectra in Figure 8.3(b)). Therefore, when
setting Kyc to 1, the transmitted waveform given by (8.11) becomes all the same as.an
OFDM waveform with P subcarriers.

On the other hand, the received signal is written as

(t=x J shelt —T)@h! (t3t)dt +n(t)
f=) —oo

P-1Kye-1 J ; ; .
>Dd22,4;,,Odjp,(t-iTee?P"ON? + nt) (8.17)m

j=l
Mit °—p=0 m=

where z?,p(t) is the received complex envelope at the (mP+p)" subcarrier of the j™
user.

The MC-CDMaAreceiver requires coherent detection for successful despreading
operation. Figure 8.3(c) shows the MC-CDMAreceiver for the j") user. After down-
conversion, the m-subcarrier components (m = 0,1, ..., Kuc- 1) corresponding to the
received data a;.,(i) is first coherently detected with DFT and then multiplied with the
gain G;(m) to combine the energy of the received signal scattered in the frequency
domain. The decision variable is the sum of the weighted baseband components given
by (we can omit the subscription p without loss of generality)

- Kuco!
DL @=iT,) = S$ G,(n)y(n) (8.18)

m=0

y(m) => 207. adj +n,, (iT, ) (8.19)
j=l

where y(m) and nm(iTs) are the complex baseband component of the received signal
after down-conversion and the complex additive Gaussian noise at the m'" subcarrier at
t = iTs, respectively. Now, we discuss the following four combiningstrategies.

Orthogonality Restoring Combining

Choosing the gain in the down-link channel (Zn! = Zn? S20Lo= Zm’) as

G,-(m) = d,(m)z;, /|z,,/ (8.20)
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the receiver can eliminate the multiple access interference (MAJ) perfectly [6]:
Kye

a" =a’ +>d.d,(mz-, /\z,| 2, (8.21)m=1
tt  Sin

In (8.21), however, low-level subcarriers tend to be multiplied by the high
gains, and the noise components are amplified at weaker subcarriers. This noise
amplification effect degrades BER performance. Note that ORC is applicable only for
the downlink channel.

Equal Gain Combining

The gain for EGCis given by [4]

G,-(m) = d,(m)zi* /\z| (8.22)

Maximal Ratio Combining

The gain for MRCis given by [4]

G,(m) = d,(m)z)" (8.23)

In the case of a single user, the MRC method minimizes the BER.

Minimum Mean Square Error Combining

The MMSECcriterion states that the error in the estimated data symbols must be
orthogonalto the baseband components of the received subcarriers:

E[(a” — a7)y(m’)*|=0 (mm =1, 2hsa Rie (8.24)
G,,(m)is given by [6]

J

G,.(m) = d,(m)zi" [Shel +02] (8.25)j=l
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Figure 8.3 MC-CDMaAsystem.
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Note that, in the downlink application, for small |z,,|, the gain becomes small to

avoid excessive noise amplification, while for large |,,|, it becomes proportional to the

inverse of the subcarrier envelope 2}, /zm|* to recover orthogonality amongusers [6].

8.4 MC-CDMA SYSTEM DESIGN

To determine the number of subcarriers and the length of guard interval, we derive the
autocorrelation function of the received signal. The received signal for the juser is
given by

iclt) = J sict—7)® h@t)dt + n(0) (8.26)

where h’(tT;t) is given by (8.1) and {t, bis classified as follows:

O<t, <A GS lanky)

A<t, <T, (=, +L...15+ 56D) (8.27)

The Fourier coefficient of the q (q = mP + p) subcarrier at t = iT’ is given by
(see Figure 8.3(c))

 iTj+Tj-A

mT)=a |reDePMNat (8.28)
5 iT;

The normalized autocorrelation function of the qe subcarrier between
t =iT/ and t = (i—1)T’for the j™ user is written as (see Appendix 8A)

| Elie (72): 32:2 (G@-DT!)]
REZ(AN,R, eTGaHC foTrms) EredGT)GT!)

O51
=<oe 8.29O2,+07 +0; ( a

2

A N — AR’)a2, = 3°07 1—afo [asev2)
  

2

bth|(N—7,R’) x f (N —1,R’)
? : {— 2 : N? 8.30* 2, a8 (N — AR’)? R’ [ 6 = )
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2

+ So? (— AR’+7,R’) (* fa| (— AR’+7,R’)
 

 

 

 

; 8.31)
E+ (N —AR’y’ R 6

Z

[= fa (NV—AR’)?i oN R
o7= Gy: t=1 2, 2n*(k —q)?

2

[=ze (N —1,R’ ;
tee eg 22(k —q)(N —7,R’)

+ Oo,~~“goa,aeEOSSeegI=L, +1 k=0,keq 27° (k —q) N—AR

2

=Ze] (N — AR’)(N —7,R’)
. [Ae+ 3 3 sinSSeeaugee

m°*(k —q) N—AR

2

3] £2|(N—AR’S
1 x 2m(k —q)(\N —T,R’)
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2

2 fo|(—AR’+7,R’YR
 

27(k — q)(—AR’ + T,R’)cos)

Qn? (k —q)* N — AR’

(=) (N — AR’)(— AR’ + 7,R’)
; 7 [2a — q)(—AR aem*(k—q)° N — AR’

2

{=fo (N — AR’y
++

2n*(k—q)* 4n*(k —q)*

 (; cos 27(k — q)(— AR’ + T,R’) )N — AR’

(8.32)

where R’' ( = KycR) is the chip rate.

In an OFDM scheme, generally, when the transmission rate, R’, in the case of
MC-CDMaAscheme)is given, the transmission performance becomes moresensitive to
time selective fading as the number of subcarriers N increases, because the longer
symbol duration means an increase in the amplitude and phase variation during a
symbol, causing an increased level of ICI. As N decreases, the modulation becomes
more robust to fading in time, but it becomes more vulnerable to delay spread, as the
ratio of delay spread and symbol time increases, see Figure 8.4. The latter is not
necessarily true if the guard time is kept at a fixed value, but as the symbol! duration
decreases, a fixed guard interval (A) means an increased loss of power, see Figure 8.5.
Therefore, for given R (R’), fp and T,,,,, there exists an optimum that minimizes the

BERin both WN and A [21].

In the MC-CDMAscheme, Nop; and App: maximizes the ACF given by (8.29) to
- (8.32), because it means a measure to show how muchthe received signal is distorted

in the time frequency, selective fading channel (i.e., how we can place the signal on the
time-frequency plane, so that it suffers from minimum distortion):

[Nope »Aope |= arg{max R, (N, AIR’, fp.Tams)} (8.33)
Therefore, with (8.33), we determine two parameters, Nop; and Aopt-
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Figure 8.4 Optimum in the numberof subcarriers.
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Figure 8.5 Optimum in the length of guard interval.
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8.5 BER LOWER BOUND

8.5.1 DS-CDMA System

Defining r, as the received signal vector, the time domain covariance matrix M,is
given by

r= [7, Syed] (8.34)
1

M: =5EIn. re]
of O « « » ©
0 oF

=| * Ne -(8.35)

. 0

OQ oo w« « O ia?

In the above equation, we assume a perfect auto-correlation characteristic for the
spreading codes.

The BER of time domain /-finger DS-CDMA RAKE receiver in the case of a
single user is uniquely determined by the eigenvalues of M; (in this case, the

 

eigenvalues are E5097 ) [22]. For example, when of (( =1,...,L)are different from
each other, BER is given by

1 0; /o°
BER, =>w,—,1-./—+_-_—— 8.36BS 2, 4 (eo eae)

: (8.37)Ww, = ¥ oe “TE...(2 =)
Ee

or = >.OF (8.38)

where o/ is the total powerof the received signal. If all multipath signals have equal

power, so o/(/=1....,L) are all the same (- o? ) [15], then the BERis given as
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[= at VEEBER, ne Los 1+ Uys ,
2 i=0 l 2

0 /o;
Ups = leo fo? ” (8.40)

Note that the L-finger RAKE receiver achieves the minimum BER (the BER
lower bound)[15].

(8.39)

8.5.2 MC-CDMA System

For the case of a single user, the frequency domain MC-CDMA RAKE receiver based
on the MRC method achieves the minimum BER (the BER lower bound)[15].

Defining rp as the received signal vector, the frequency domain covariance
matrix Mf is given by

T

Pe= [21022509 Zye | > (8.41)
1 T a,b

Me =, EU Neoke ]= {my },

my” =((a-b)4f), (8.42)

where { mm, } is the a-b element of Mg, and ® (Af ) is the spaced frequency
correlation function defined as the Fourier transform of the multipath delayprofile:

&(Af) = Jo.me?™*dr. (8.43)

Defining 7,OO,a as the nonzero eigenvalues of Mr, BER is given by a

form similar to (8.36) or (8.40) [22]. For example, when 4,,(m=1,...,Kyc) are
different from each other,

Me m=l ” 2 1+ A / No :

1

® Lise

Also, when A,, (m = 1... Kaye) are all the same (= A):

y (8.45)
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[_aTN, .
Hac = 1+A/N, S48)

8.5.3. BER Lower Bound Equivalence

BER -(—Ss )"2"ee)Me 2 m 20

Whenthere are Z paths in the symbol duration at subcarrier TJ’ in the multipath delay
profile shown in Figure 8.1, we obtain the following N x N time-domain covariance
matrix with time resolution of T//N:

GS 0 « «a ww O
O @)

; o?
M, =| ~~ 5 es (8.47)

a Oo; ve

aus se QO

O wee ae . O

where the nonzero eigenvalues of M, are CFOe

The corresponding N x N frequency domain covariance matrix with frequency
resolution of //T, is given by

M, = WM,W’*, (8.48)

where W is the VN x N DFT matrix given by

We {wi}
6 ropa lh

wei =e!*s (8.49)

Wedefine r; as the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue o/:

M,A:= 07%, PS 14.2, scay DS) (8.50)

Also, we define z; as

Z,=W ry WT 2seg EY (8.51)
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Now we can theoretically prove that the frequency domain covariance matrix
has all the same eigenvalues as the time domain covariance matrix as follows:

M’: Zz = WM’.WWry

= WM'ri

= Worr,

= 0/Wr,

= 0/72 (8.52)
The above equation shows that the nonzero eigenvalues of Mf’; are

O;,03,0;,...,0;. Therefore, as long as we use the same frequency-selective fading
channel, the BER lower bound of the MC-CDMAsystem is the same as that of the DS-
CDMA system. Also, the assumption of independent fading characteristic at each
subcarrier implies a frequency selective fading at each subcarrier, because it requires
independent N paths uniformly scattered in the symbol duration at subcarrier.

8.6 NUMERICAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the numerical results, we assume

e RMSdelay spread Trys = 20 ns,

e Doppler power spectrum with maximum Doppler frequencyfp = 10 Hz,

e Transmission rate R = 3 Msymbols/s (BPSK format),

e Walsh Hadamard codes with Kyc = 32 for the MC-CDMAsystem,

e Gold codes with Kps = 31 for the DS-CDMAsystem (Kyc = Kps).

First, to design the MC-CDMAsystem andto select one best suited combining
strategy in the MC-CDMAsystem, we assume a simple 2-path multipath delay profile
often encountered in urban and hilly areas [23, 24], where the first and second paths
have the same power(2-pathi.i.d. delay profile) [25].

8.6.1 MC-CDMA System Design

Figure 8.6 shows the optimal values in the number of subcarriers N and the length of
guard interval A versus the normalized RMS delay spread Gpms as a function of the
Doppler frequency fp, where A, Orgms and fp are normalized by R’. This figure is

obtained from the maximization of (8.33). For given fp and R’, both Nop and Aopr
increases aS Ogms increases. For the above parameters, we obtain f, / R’ =~ 107 and
Temsk = 1.92, .s0 we choose Iv. A /T.|=[256,0.015] as an optimal set. It meansopt 7 “opt
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that the original data sequenceis first converted into eight parallel sequences (P = 8),
and then each sequence is mapped onto 32 subcarriers, and the length of the guard
interval is negligibly short, as compared with the symbol duration at subcarrier.

Normalized Re

 
Oo Maximum & 11 a 10

eas Theoretical Analysis Doppler = | Theoretical Analysis
(ae Frequency 2 10
= 10F2-Path i.id. Delay Profile York? § 2-Path iid. Delay Profile
4 e 10 Sap! :
3 ‘5 10

10 +107 38 5
3, owe V9 1v

S 10 A 10° z =t
Ey 10

3 : x 10* §
5 10 Oo 102 3 10°

R'=KuceR 101 A
10° 10° 10' 1 10' 10° E10? 10? 10° 1 10° 10?

Normalized RMS Delay Spread (Tats RF‘) 2 Normalized RMS Delay Spread (Tes R')

(a) (b)

Figure 8.6 (a) Optimum numberof subcarriers, and (b) optimum length of guard interval.

From (8.7) and (8.16), Buc and Bps are calculated as 97.8 MHz and 186 MHz,
respectively, so the bandwidth of the DS-CDMAsignal is 1.9 times as wideas that of
the MC-CDMaAsignal as long as the same rectangular pulse format is employed. From
(8.8), however, if a Nyquist pulse is employed in the DS-CDMAsystem,the difference
in the signal bandwidth diminishes as the roll-off factor becomes small (there is no
difference when @ = 0.05). Therefore, we can conclude that MC-CDMAsystem has no
major advantage in terms of signal bandwidth, as compared with the DS-CDMA
system. Note, however, that when Nyquist filters are introduced in the transmitter and
receiver for base bandpulse shaping in a DS-CDMAsystem, the RAKEreceiver may
wrongly combine paths. This is because noise-causing distortion in the autocorrelation
characteristic often results in a wrong correlation [26].

How many users the system can accommodate depends on the attainable BER
performance; in other words, the combining strategy employed in the MC-CDMA
system and the number of fingers in the DS-CDMA system. We discuss BER
performancein the following two subsections.
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8.6.2. Down-Link BER Performance

Figures 8.7, 8.8, and 8.9 show the downlink BER performance of MC-CDMA scheme
with EGC, MRC and MMSECfor the 2-path 1.1.d. delay profile, respectively. Here, the
theoretical BER lower boundis given by (8.39) with / = 2. In these figures, the BER for
the ORC is shown, and further, the BER of MC-FDMAschemeis also shown, which

supports 32 users at most, assigning a different set of eight subcarriers to each user.
This scheme obtains no frequency diversity effect, so the theoretical BER is given by
[15].

1 [ £,/NBERwc-roma = =| 1-—,/ ———— 8.53MC-FDMA s{ 1+E, INo | ( )

 
1

Down-link Computer simulation
Processing Gain = 32

107 Fee (Walsh Hadamard codes)
- ORC,1 ~ 32 users

MC-FDMA

10°

os
ey
a

10°
MC-CDMA

16 256 subcarriers
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 #16 ~=«18
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Figure 8.7 Down-link BER of MC-CDMAsystem with EGC.

BER performance of the ORC is independent of the number of users; however,
it is worse than that of the MC-FDMA scheme. Therefore, we do not have to employ
the ORC even when we can estimate the channel condition perfectly. The MRC can
perform better when the numberof users is less than eight. For the case of more users,
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however, the performance abruptly becomes worse, because the interference resulting
from distorted code orthogonality is multiplied in the combining process. On the other
hand, as the interference is not multiplied in the EGC, it can perform better than the
MRCforthe cases of 16 and 32 users. The MMSEC can perform best among the four
combining strategies, although it requires information on the number oftotal active
users and the noise power, in addition to the channel condition. In the following
downlink BER comparison, we select the MMSECasthe best combiningstrategy.
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Figure 8.8 Downlink BER of MC-CDMAsystem with MRC.

Figure 8.10 shows the BER comparison between DS-CDMA and MC-CDMA
schemes for the 2-path i.i.d. delay profile. For the DS-CDMA scheme, the BER of 2
(full)-finger RAKE combineris a little worse than the lower bound evenfor the case of
a single user because of the self-interference resulting from the imperfect auto-
correlation characteristic of the Gold codes. Also, the BER of a 1-finger RAKE
combiner, which selects the largest path, is worse than that of a 2-finger RAKE
combiner, because it always misses a part of the received signal energy scattered in the
time domain. On the other hand, for the MC-CDMAscheme, the MMSECoutperforms
the full-finger DS-CDMA RAKE combiner. This is because the MMSEC-based MC-
CDMA scheme can effectively combine all the received signal energy scattered in the
frequency domain.
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Figure 8.9 Downlink BER of MC-CDMAsystem with MMSEC.

Figure 8.11 shows the BER comparison for a 7-path exponential delay profile
with a delay spread of 10 ns. We obtain [Nop:, Aop/T's]=[1024, 0.018] as an optimalset
for this particular channel, and the theoretical BER lower boundis given by (8.36) with
I=7.

For the DS-CDMA scheme, the BER performance depends on how many
fingers the RAKE receiver employs. Usually, a 1-, 2-, 3- or 4-finger RAKE receiveris
used, depending on hardware limitation. Therefore, if the received signal is composed
of more paths than the number of RAKEfingers, the receiver misses a part of its
energy. In these figures, the BERs of 1-finger, 2-finger, and 3-finger RAKE combiners
are worse than that of seven (full)-finger RAKE combiners, because they always miss a
larger part of the received signal energy scattered in the time domain. On the other
hand, for the MC-CDMAscheme, the MMSEC outperforms the 3-finger DS-CDMA
RAKE combiner, and for the case of eight users or more, it performs better than the
full-finger DS-CDMA RAKE combiner.
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Figure 8.10 BER comparison in a downlink channel with 2-path i.i.d. multipath delay profile.

From all the results obtained in this subsection, we can conclude that it could be

difficult for a DS-CDMAreceiver to employall the received signal energy scattered in
the time domain, whereas an MC-CDMAreceiver can effectively combine all the
received signal energy scattered in the frequency domain. A DS-CDMAreceiver needs
to makeefforts to select larger paths; on the other hand, MC-CDMAreceiver does not
care about where the received signal energy is. This is a significant advantage of the
MC-CDMaAscheme over a DS-CDMAscheme, and it makes the MMSEC-based MC-

CDMAa promising access scheme in a downlink channel.
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Figure 8.11 BER comparison in a downlink channel with 7-path exponential multipath delay profile.

8.6.3 Uplink BER Performance

Figures 8.12, 8.13, and 8.14 show the uplink BER performance of MC-CDMA system
with EGC, MRC, and MMSECforthe 2-path i.i.d. delay profile, respectively. In these
figures, the BER of an MC-FDMAscheme and the BER lower boundare also shown.
The MMSECcan perform best among the three combining strategies, although there is
no large difference in the attainable BER. Therefore, we select it as the best combining
strategy.
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Figure 8.12 Uplink BER of MC-CDMAsystem with EGC.

Figures 8.15 and 8.16 show the BER comparison between DS-CDMAand MC-
CDMAschemesfor the 2-path i.i.d. and 7-path exponential delay profiles, respectively.
As compared with the DS-CDMAscheme, the MMSECperforms well only for the case
of a single user and otherwise performs poorly. This is because the code orthogonality
among users is totally distorted by the instantaneous frequency response. Therefore, in
the uplink application, a multiuser detection scheme is required, which jointly detects
the signals to mitigate the nonorthogonal properties [27]. There are many other
detectors reported in the literature [28, 29].
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Figure 8.13 Uplink BER of MC-CDMAsystem with MRC.
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Figure 8.14 Uplink BER of MC-CDMaAsystems with MMSEC.
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8.7 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the MC-CDMA
system and have shown the BER performance by computer simulation.

An MC-CDMAsystem has no major advantage over a DS-CDMAsystem in
terms of required bandwidth, because the bandwidth of the MC-CDMaAsignal spectrum
is almost the same as that of a DS-CDMA signal spectrum. Also, in terms of
transmission performance, the BER lower bound of an MC-CDMAsystem is the same
as that of a DS-CDMAsystem. Therefore, if we make every effort to improve the BER
in each system, there is no difference in the attainable BER as long as the same channel
is used.

A DS-CDMAsystem cannot always employ all the received signal energy
scattered in the time domain, whereas an MC-CDMAsystem can effectively combine
all the received signal energy scattered in the frequency domain. The MMSEC-based
MC-CDMaAis a promising scheme in a downlink channel, although estimation of the
noise poweras well as the subcarrier reference values is required. On the other hand, in
the uplink application, a multiuser detection is required because the code orthogonality
amongusersis totally distorted by the channel frequencyselectivity.

2-path i.i.d.
delay profile

107 Uplink

MC-FDMA

(theory)107
f

MC-CDMA (MMSEC)
BER

-3

am DS-CDMA (2-finger RAKE)
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Computer simulation E,/No = 18 dB

10°
2 gh ye 3 of 2
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Figure 8.15 BER comparison in an uplink channel with 2-path i.i.d. multipath delay profile.
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Figure 8.16 BER comparison in an uplink channel with 7-path exponential multipath delay
profile.
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APPENDIX 8A

(8.11) is written as
+o0 N-I

sicO= >)66OP, ¢-iT,Jemay (Pat™ (8A.1)
i=—eog=0

CpperpeyOD) 2B, OAM (8A.2)

where c12 (i) has the following property:

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 (q=q)
Ele: (bees fi) = 8A3E0690] {o (q#q) Pen?

Substituting (8.1) and (8.26) into (8.28) leads to

Ly l iT;+7) fhtd GT,) = {3 PA Jel (t)dte,(ie?
Ly+Ly UT, +Tj-A

+ gj (f)dt-c,,seaesl=ae1 io A,ioe Jel
Ly N-i 1 iT, +7 “4 - ., . :

+ , 2g) He’ m(k—qAf (-iTs)Ty Hees (ieF2*4is] k=0,k#q a; —A J a
Ly +Ly N-1 1 iT;+T,—4 ; , _ ; ,

gs —— fg?ygor CAT)Oy raor
IS=L,+1k=0,k#q “5 iT{-A+t,

Qy+L, N-=1 i iTs-+t) ; . . ; ,
+ y > 7h Ja’ Heoe ONdi<e,.8-DeVer ow

f=L,+1k=O0,k#q “5 iT;

Ly +L, iTj-A+t,

dice. i—4 eMTO) 4 i 8A.4azeFy Js ()dt-c,,G—1) @ (8A.4)
where thefirst term of (8A.4) represents the desired signal component, the second and
third terms represent ICI and ISI components, respectively, and n,(i) is the Gaussian
random noise component with zero mean and variance o; .

With (8A.4), Elr,, Gr}, (@—T/)| and E[r,,,@7)r}, GT] in (8.29) written
as
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s~4=A

Elrja GT) - ride (é-DT)|= Sayay JJj Jerr rary
T;

Ly +h, 1 Ty-A
-A

+ 2 Gay J JeG@e-waxdy (8A.5)
f=L,+1 A+t, -Tj-A+t,

T{-ATI-A

Elna (iT,") red GT)| = SoyeGatJ Jou = y)dxdy0

Litke 1 T,-A T;-A
aayaE (x— y)dxdyi=L,+1 (7; ~~ Ay J Jp

LL N-I T/-ATi-A

" i=lST} Joe y)ei®&-DYO-D)dxaty
¥ > iat oak ‘p>rOneg (I—e@ar_l. fp (x — yel?®™&-DCD)dedy

Ss N= ~Att, A+,Is+2SaagAy J Jece- y)eP@k-9F'C dxdy + 6?
(8A.6)

Taking account of N = T’K,,-R, substituting (8.4) into (8A.5) and (8A.6) leads
to (8.30), (8.31), and (8.32).
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CHAPTER 9

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter described some ways in which OFDM could be used both as a
modulation scheme and as part of the multiple access technique, by applying a
spreading code in the frequency domain. In this chapter, a variation on this themeis
described, namely orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). In
OFDMA, multiple access is realized by providing each user with a fraction of the
available number of subcarriers. In this way, it is equal to ordinary frequency division
multiple access (FDMA); however, OFDMAavoids the relatively large guard bands
that are necessary in FDMAto separate different users. An example of an OFDMA
time-frequency grid is shown in Figure 9.1, where seven users a to g each use a certain
fraction—which may be different for each user—of the available subcarriers. This
particular example in fact is a mixture of OFDMAand Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA), because each user only transmits in one out of every four timeslots, which
may contain one or several OFDM symbols.

9.2 FREQUENCY-HOPPING OFDMA

In the previous example of OFDMA,every user had a fixed set of subcarriers. It is a
relatively easy change to allow hopping of the subcarriers per timeslot, as depicted in
Figure 9.2. Allowing hopping with different hopping patterns for each user actually
transforms the OFDMA system in a frequency-hopping CDMAsystem. This has the
benefit of an increased frequency diversity, because each user usesall of the available
bandwidth, as well as the interference averaging benefit that is common for all COMA
variants. By using forward-error correction coding over multiple hops, the system can
correct for subcarriers in deep fades or subcarriers that are interfered by other users.
Because the interference and fading characteristics change for every hop, the system
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performance depends on the average received signal powerand interference, rather than
on the worst case fading and interference power.

Frequency 
Figure 9.1 Example of the time-frequency grid with seven OFDMAusers,a to g, which all have a fixed

set of subcarriers every four timeslots.

Frequency 
Figure 9.2 Example of the time-frequency grid with three hopping users, a, b and c, which all have one

hop every four timeslots.

A major advantage of frequency-hopping CDMAsystems over direct-sequence
or multicarrier CDMA systems is that it is relatively easy to eliminate intracell .
interference by using orthogonal hopping patterns within a cell. An example of such an
orthogonal hoppingsetis depicted in Figure 9.3. For N subcarriers, it is always possible
to construct N orthogonal-hopping patterns. Some useful construction rules for
generating hopping patterns can be found in [1].
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Frequency 
Figure 9.3 Example ofsix orthogonal hopping patterns with six different hopping frequencies.

9.3 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OFDMA AND MC-CDMA

The main differences between OFDMA and the MC-CDMAtechniques discussed in
Chapter 8 is that users within the same cell use a distinct set of subcarriers, while in
MC-CDMaA,all users use all subcarriers simultaneously. To distinguish different users,
orthogonal or near-orthogonal spreading codes are used in MC-CDMA. Because of
code distortion by multipath fading channels, however, MC-CDMA loses its
orthogonality in the uplink even for a single cell. This makes rather complicated
equalization techniques necessary, which introduce a loss in SNR performance and
diminish the complexity advantage of OFDM oversingle-carrier techniques. OFDMA
does not have this disadvantage, because in a single cell, all users have different
subcarriers, thereby eliminating the possibility of intersymbol or_intercarrier
interference. Hence, OFDMAdoes not suffer from intracell interference, provided that
the effects of frequency and timing offsets between users are kept at a sufficiently low
level. This is a major advantage of OFDMA compared with MC-CDMA and DS-
CDMA, because in those systems, intracell interference is the main source of
interference. A typical ratio of intracell and intercell interference is 0.55 [2]. Because
the system capacity is inversely proportional to the total amount of interference power,
a capacity gain of 2.8 can be achieved by eliminatingall intracell interference, so thatis
the maximum capacity gain of OFDMA over DS-CDMA and MC-CDMaAnetworks.

The main advantages of using CDMAin general or MC-CDMaAinparticular is
interference averaging. In CDMA,theinterference consists of a much larger number of
interfering signals than the interference in a non-CDMaAsystem. Eachinterfering signal
is subject to independent fading, caused by shadowing and multipath effects. For both
the CDMA and the non-CDMAsystem, an outage occurs when the total interference
power (after despreading for the CDMA system) exceeds some maximum value. In a
non-CDMAsystem, the interference usually consists of a single or a few cochannel
interferers. Because of fading, the interference poweris fluctuating over a large range,
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so a large fading margin has to be taken into account, which reduces system capacity.
In a CDMAsystem,the interference is a sum of a large numberof interfering signals.
Because all these signals fade independently, the fluctuation in the total interference
poweris muchless than the powerfluctuation of a single interfering signal. Hence, in a
CDMA system the fading margin can be significantly smaller than the margin for a
non-CDMAsystem. This improvement in margin largely determines the capacity gain
of a CDMAsystem.

In OFDMA,interference averaging is obtained by having different hopping
patterns within each cell. The hopping sequences are constructed in such a way that two
users in different cells interfere with each other only during a small fraction ofall hops.
In a heavily loaded system, many hops will interfere, but the interference will be
different for each hop. Hence, by forward-error correction across several hops, the
OFDMAperformance will be limited by the average amountof interference rather than
the worst case interference. An additional advantage of OFDMA over DS-CDMA and
MC-CDMaAis that there are some relatively simple ways to reduce the amount of
intercell interference. For instance, the receiver can estimate the signal quality of each
hop and use this information to give heavily interfered hops a lower weight in the
decoding process.

Another important feature of CDMAis the possibility to perform soft handover
by transmitting two signals from different base stations simultaneously on the same
channel to one mobile terminal. Combining the signals from different base stations
gives a diversity gain that significantly reduces the fading margin, because the
probability that two base stations are in a fade is much smaller than the probability that
one base station is in a fade. Less fading means that less power has to be transmitted,
and hence less interference is generated, which gives an improvementin the capacity of
the system. A nice feature of CDMA soft handover is that it has no impact on the
complexity of the mobile terminal; as far as the mobile terminal is concerned, the
overlapping signals of different base stations have the same effect as overlapping
signals caused by multipath propagation.

For OFDMAsystems, two basic soft handover methodsexist, applicable to both
the uplink and the downlink. (base station-to-mobile, mobile-to-base station). A
requirement for both methodsis that the transmissions from andto the basestations are
synchronized suchthat the delay differences at the two base stations are well within the
guard time of the OFDM symbols.

The first technique is to use the same set of subcarriers and the same hopping
sequence in two cells to connect to two base stations. Hence, in the downlink the
mobile receives a sum of two signals with identical data content. The mobile is not able
to distinguish between the two base stations; the effect of soft handover is similar to
that of adding extra multipath components, increasing the diversity gain. This type of
soft handoveris similar to soft handover in DS-CDMAnetworks.

The second way for soft handoff is to use different sets of subcarriers in two
cells. In contrast to the first method, in the downlink the mobile has to distinguish now
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between the two base stations. It has to demodulate the signals from the two base
stations separately, after which they can be combined, preferably by using maximal
ratio combining. This type of soft handoveris similar to the one that could be used in a
non-CDMAnetwork.

Advantages of the second method over the first—in the downlink—are an
increased SNR gain because of receiver diversity, and more freedom for the base
stations to allocate available subcarriers. In the first method, base stations are forced to

use the same subcarriers. A main advantage of the first method is its simpler
implementation; no additional hardware is needed, only some extra protocol features to
connect to two base stations simultaneously. The second method does require extra
hardware, because it has to demodulate an extra set of subcarriers. Further, it has to
perform extra processing for the maximal ratio combining of the signals from the
different base stations.

9.4 OFDMA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As an example of an OFDMAsystem, this section gives a description of a system that
was proposed for the European UMTS[3, 4]. Table 9.1 summarizes the parameters and
key technical characteristics of this OFDMAair interface.

Table 9.1

Parameters of the Proposed OFDMAsystem

4.1666 kHz
288.46 js

|Post-guardtimeSs |3 Numberof subcarriers per 24
bandslot of 100 kHz

|6|

Figure 9.4 illustrates the time-frequency grid of the OFDMA system. The
resources (time and frequency) are allocated based on the type of services and
operational environment. The numberof timeslots and bandslots per user is variable to
realize variable data rates. The smallest data rate is obtained for one bandslot of 24

subcarriers per timeslot of 288.46 us.
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Figure 9.4 Time-frequencygrid.

The following summary shows some advantages of the proposed OFDMA
system:

Use of frequency-hopping OFDMA for interference averaging and frequency
diversity;

Time-division duplex MAC with dynamic channel allocation used for unpaired
spectrum allocations, asymmetrical services, and unlicensed usage;

Straightforward and efficient high bit rate support by allocating more subcarriers
and/or timeslots;

Small guard band requirements at approximately 100 kHz;

No frequency planning option available; effective re-use factor of 1;

GSM backwards compatibility; and

Minimum bandwidth requirements for system deployment only 1.6 MHz (orless)
and deploymentpossible in steps of 1OOKHz.

Figure 9.5 shows the TDMAframestructure. Each frameis of length 4.615 ms,
which is divided into 4 subframes of length 1.1534 ms. A sub-frame contains 4 time-
slots of duration 288.46 us. The timeslot contains a guard period, power control
information and data. Every OFDM symbol is mapped onto one time-slot. The structure
of an OFDMA symbolis depicted in Figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6 OFDM modulation burst.

The whole system frequency band is divided into small blocks (bandslots) with
a fixed number of subcarriers. To maintain compatibility with GSM, a 100-kHz
bandslot is chosen that consists of 24 subcarriers. Therefore, the subcarrier spacing is
100/24 = 4.167 kHz. Figure 9.7 shows the OFDMAfrequencystructure.

In each bandslot, the two subcarriers at the edge of the bandslot are left
unmodulated to relax receiver blocking requirements. In addition, the interference of
two adjacent blocks of subcarriers is reduced, which may occur when their
orthogonality is compromised because of nonlinear PA effects. Adjacent bandslots can
be concatenated to allow transmission of widebandservices.
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Figure 9.7 OFDMA frequency structure.

9.4.1 Channel Coding

Convolutional encoding and soft-decision Viterbi decoding is used for the basic data
transmission. The objective of this coding is to achieve good quality in the tough
mobile radio channel. A constraint length of seven is used together with variable
coderates in the range of 1/4 to 3/4. To achieve very low bit-error rates (e.g. 10°°) for
video encoding or data transmission, a concatenated coding scheme is used with an
inner convolutional code and an outer Reed-Solomon code.

9.4.2 Modulation

The modulation schemes of the OFDMA proposal are QPSK and 8-PSK with
differential encoding in the frequency domain. An optional coherent mode with 16-
QAM is available, which uses pilot subcarriers to obtain a channel estimate at the
receiver. For differential encoding, each bandslot contains one known reference
subcarrier value, as depicted in Figure 9.8.
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Figure 9.8 Reference subcarrier allocation.

9.4.3 Time and Frequency Synchronization

Synchronization is an essential issue for the OFDMAsystem. The following aspects are
considered for uplink and downlink: initial modulation timing synchronization,
modulation timing tracking, initial frequency offset synchronization, and frequency
tracking.

9.4.4 Initial Modulation Timing Synchronization

Initial timing synchronization is required to adjust the mobile station’s internal timing
to the base station’s timeframe. After switching on, the mobile station monitors the
initial acquisition channel (I[ACH)and the broadcast channel (BCCH).

After the mobile has detected the base station’s timing, it sends a random access
channel (RACH) packet to the base station. The base station measures the time offset
for the received RACH packet and sends back the necessary timing advance to the
mobile (similar to GSM). In the frame structure of the OFDMAsystem, reserved slots
for reception of RACH packetsexist.

Because of the time and frequency structure of the OFDMA system, the timing
tracking is less critical compared with other OFDM systems where usersare interleaved
in the frequency domain. The base station can measure the position of the received
OFDM burst within the allocated slot for each mobile station individually and send the
according timing alignment information back to the mobile station. In addition, timing
information can be refined and tracked after the transformation in the subcarrier

domain, where a time shift is observed as a phase rotation.
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In the mobile station, the timing information is obtained and adjusted by the
above-mentioned correlation algorithm. Accurate timing information is required to
determine the position of the useful data samples within each burst so the FFT window
can be placed correctly. The guard samples relax the requirement for accurate timing
because the position of the FFT window can be shifted within the guard time without
performance degradation. Additional timing offset correction can be performed to cope
with the FFT window misplacements.

9.4.5 Initial Frequency Offset Synchronization

After initial timing synchronization of the mobile station, the frequency offset can be
measured by phase comparison of the (ideally) equal time samples within each burst.
Equal samples are placed in the guard interval of the OFDM burst. A phase rotation
indicates a frequency offset. Using this technique, a frequency error up to half the
subcarrier spacing can be detected. The initial offset, however, can be larger, so it has
to be detected using the specially designed symbols in the IACH channel.

9.4.6 Synchronization Accuracy

The proposed synchronization, acquisition, and tracking algorithm is independentof the
modulation scheme (coherent or noncoherent). For coherent 16-QAM reception, further
processing in the frequency (subcarrier domain) is possible to improve the
performance. Frequency domain time tracking (or combined time-domain/frequency-
domain tracking algorithms) can be based on observing phase shifts of the known pilots
within the time-frequency grid on the subcarrier domain.

In the downlink, only an IACH is multiplexed to allow fast and precise initial
timing and frequency synchronization. In the actual communication mode, timing and
frequency tracking can be performed using a correlation-based synchronization
algorithm. In the uplink, the rough timing offset is detected by the base station by
measuring the arrival time of the RACH burst. This gives an initial time-advance value
that is reported back to the mobile. During communication, the arrival time of the burst
is detected by the base station using the proposed tracking algorithm (same as in the
downlink) or a tracking algorithm in the frequency (subcarrier) domain, based on the
detected constellation rotation.

Both algorithms can also be combined. The alignment values are calculated
regularly and reported to the mobile station. Accuracy requirements are relaxed because
the design of the burst allows some overlapping arrival (another advancing feature of
the raised cosine pulse-shaping besides the reduction of out-of-band emission). In
addition, the guard time helps to compensate timing misalignments. The OFDMAburst
design provides a guard interval at the front and an additional guard interval at the back
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of the OFDM symbol—see Figure 9.9—which provides robustness against a timing
inaccuracy of +10 us.

Modulation Period (288.46us) 
 
 
 

Effective Modulation Period (240ps)

  | Pre-Guard Time (28us)
Ramp Time (10us)

Ramp Time (10ps)

Post-Guard Time (28ps)

f
-

 

‘Too Early’ receiver FFT window Small degradation

Figure 9.9 OFMDAburst and synchronization requirements.

9.4.7 Power Control

Power control in the uplink removes the unevenness of received signal strength at the
base station side and decreases the total power to the minimum level required to
support the specified quality of service (e.g. BER). The accuracy is less critical than
CDMA because with OFDMA,orthogonality is always provided within one cell. A
precise power control, however, not only improves the transmission performance but
also minimizes the interference to other cells and therefore increases overall capacity.

The OFDMA concept uses both closed-loop and open-loop power control.
Based on quality parameters, measured on a slot-by-slot basis, the poweris adjusted in
the mobile as well as in the base station transmitter. Each receiver measures the quality
of the received burst (C/I ratio) and transmits in the next burst a request to the opposite
transmitter to increase, keep, or decrease the power level in steps of 1 dB. For the
fastest power control mode, one subcarrier is dedicated to carry power control
information, and the poweris then adjusted on a frame-by-frame basis (each 1.152 ms).
Figure 9.10 depicts the power control operation.
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Figure 9.10 Operation of power control in a mobile station.

9.4.8 Random Frequency-Hopping Operation

Frequency hopping is very effective to achieve frequency diversity and interference
diversity. Frequency diversity is useful to average the frequency-selective channel
properties (fading dips). Interference diversity is one of the important techniques used
in the OFDMA proposal and has been shown to improve capacity in slow frequency-
hopping TDMAsystems[8].

The random hopping pattern is designed to be orthogonal within one cell (no

collisions in the time-frequency grid) and random between cells (this causes cochannel
interference).

The frequency hopping pattern has to fulfill certain requirements:

Orthogonality within onecell,
Support of a variety of services by assigning different bandwidth (number of
bandslots),

Support of a variety of services by assigning timeslots (numberof timeslots), and
Support of a couple of timeslot structures (4-TDMA, 8-TDMA, 16-TDMA)within
the pattern.

The hopping pattern is generated at the base station according to the expected
service and traffic requirement and assigned to the cell. This assignment can be
modified because of changes in the traffic characteristics. The base station can then
support a set of services and a certain numberof users for each service.
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9.4.9 Dynamic Channel Allocation (Fast DCA)

Besides FH hopping mode, the system can also be operated in time division duplex
(TDD) mode. Unlike the FH mode, the TDD mode doesnot separate the spectrum in an
uplink and a downlink. Instead, it assigns bandslots individually to uplink or downlink
connections. In TDD mode, a dynamic channel allocation algorithm is employed to
avoid (rather than to average) excessive interference. The TDD modeis intended for
pico-cellular, indoor use. The indoor environmentis characterized by

e Short radio propagation delays (100m is traversed in 0.3 us, or 0.1% of the symbol
duration),

e Greater demand for high rate services, reducing the interference averaging
advantage of frequency-hopping mode,

e High-speed data traffic is often asymmetric, prompting flexible division of
bandwidth between uplink and downlink, and

e Less severe propagation conditions than those outdoor; mobility-induced Doppler
spread and delay spread are both lower.

In the TDD mode, the transmissions of mobile users are scheduled by the base
station, which regularly transmits a frame map containing:

e Bandslotallocations for the next frame. Bandslots can be allocated to

= The base station for downlink transmission to a single terminal,
=" The base station for downlink transmission to all terminals (broadcast),
=» A single terminal for an uplink transmission, and
= All (or a group of) terminals for contention based access,

Transmit power assignments for MTs,
Acknowledgements for contention traffic received in the previous frame,
Slots are allocated on a connection basis, so that connection-dependent QoS
can be provisioned (a mobile can have one or more connections), and

e Control data and user data are transmitted on different connections.

Terminals can transmit requests for bandslots in contention slots designated by
the base station in the FM. They can also piggyback requests onto uplink transmissions,
which provides contention free access, particularly under heavytraffic conditions. The
base station performs interference measurements in all bandslots, except at the
timeslots in which it is transmitting. This information is used by the bandslot allocation
algorithm to assign uplink transmissions to slots with minimal interference. Note that
an uplink transmission in an interference free slot (as measured by the base station)
mayinterfere with a simultaneous uplink transmission at a neighboring base station. No
simultaneous uplink and downlink transmissions may be scheduled within a cell.
Therefore, the inability of the base station to measure interference in slots in whichit is
transmitting, does not reduce capacity.

The frame layout is entirely decided by the DCA algorithm. Like the FH
algorithm, the DCA algorithm is distributed and does not rely on communication by
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way of the infrastructure. Also, as the FH algorithm, it is not part of the system
specification, the algorithm may be vendor specific, allowing competitive positioning
within a standardized system.

oecell A
|Wy|et|| system|| My|of
||band ||] ian
|||wy|th bandslot

downlink

ZV uplink
beacon

contention slots

system
band 
 

frame

Figure 9.11 Example of framelayout.

An example of a frame layout is shown in Figure 9.11. The figure is purely
illustrative. The frame duration and system bandwidth have unrealistically small values.
Also, the packets, such as the frame map—thatis transmitted in the beacon—and user
data packets, occupy more than one bandslot in practice.

In general, the applied DCA algorithm must strive to reduce intracell and
intercel] interference. Constant bit-rate traffic causes long-term interference that is
highly predictive of the interference in the nextslot. If traffic is bursty, the predictive
value of interference measurements is limited. Because a base station is not aware

whether bandslots in neighboring cells are allocated to circuit mode or packet mode
connections, base stations and mobiles average measurements over longer periods of
time. As a rule, busy slots (high average interference level) are avoided for any
transmission. Quiet slots (low average interference) are assigned to constant bit-rate
connections, or to the guaranteed part of a variable bit-rate connection. Slots with
medium average interference are assigned to connections with burstytraffic, which use
contention mode access.

Initial association does not differ from the procedure in FH mode. Whenjoining
the base station, a mobile station first detects the location of the initial acquisition
channel and the broadcast channel. The broadcast channel is used to convey the
location of the frame map in the current frame to the mobile station. Once the frame
map is located, it can be tracked because it advertises when it is moved to a different
location.
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9.4.10 Simple Dynamic Channel Allocation

Simple DCA assigns a fixed resource (bandslots and timeslots) to a communication
during setup. This assignment is kept for the whole duration of the communication.
This scheme is very simple but cannot react on varying interference or channel
conditions compared with fast DCA where the “actual best” channel (= timeslot and
bandslot combination) is used for transmission. This scheme has a lower performance
than the fast DCA operation but can be used for simple (uncoordinated) applications
like cordless telephony.

9.4.11 OFDMA Capacity

System-level simulations were conducted for various types of services and
environments. The simulations were conducted in accordance with [7]. Table 9.2 lists
the simulated capacities.

Table 9.2

Capacities for various services and environments.

Environment Cell capacity Spectrum efficiency
(#Users/MHz/Cell) (kbps/MHz/Cell)
(uplink/downlink) (uplink/downlink)

Data 384 kbps Outdoorto indoor ae 440/465and pedestrian A

ss

   
 
 
 

 
 

 
  

Data 2048 kbps

Speech 8 kbps 33.0/31.0

Speech 8 kbps Outdoorto indoor 30.75/32.25 123/129
and pedestrian A

27.0/30.5 108/122Speech 8 kbps

95 CONCLUSIONS

OFDMAis a very flexible multiple access scheme. In combination with frequency
hopping, it offers all the benefits of direct-sequence CDMA or multicarrier CDMA
systems, with the following additional advantages:

e OFDMAcan achieve a larger system capacity becauseit is not affected by intracell
interference, which is the dominant source of interference in DS-CDMA and MC-
CDMA.

e OFDMAisflexible in terms of the required bandwidth; it can easily be scaled to fit
in a certain available piece of spectrum simply by changing the number of used
subcarriers. DS-CDMA and MC-CDMaArequire a fixed andrelatively large chunk
of spectrum because ofthe fixed spread-spectrum chiprate.
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OFDMA seems more suited than DS-CDMA and MC-CDMAfor support of large
data rates. When the data rates per user becomelarger, the spreading gain becomes
lower, so the performance of a CDMA system converges to that of a nonspread
system.In that case, OFDMA with dynamic channelallocation instead of frequency
hopping makes more sense than multicode DS-CDMA or MC-CDMA.
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CHAPTER 10

Applications of OFDM

10.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes four applications of OFDM in wireless systems. The first two
are broadcasting applications for both audio and television. The Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB) standard was in fact the first OFDM-based standard. The main
reasons to choose OFDM for this system, which also applies to Digital Wideo
Broadcasting (DVB), are the possibility to make a single frequency network and the
efficient handling of multipath delay spread.

After DAB and DVB, two wireless LAN applications are described. The first
one is an OFDM-based wireless ATM network, which was developed in the European
Magic WANDproject. The last section describes the OFDM-based IEEE, ETSI and
MMACwireless LAN standard for the 5-GHz band, providing data rates of 6 up to 54
Mbps. This new standard is the first to use OFDM in packet-based wireless
communication, after projects like Magic WAND demonstrated the viability of OFDM
for this type of application. ,

10.2. DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING

DABis the successor of current analog audio broadcasting based on AM and FM. DAB
offers improved sound quality, comparable to that of a compact disc, new data services,
and a higher spectrum efficiency. DAB was standardized in 1995 by the European —
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSD as the first standard to use OFDM [1,
2]. The basis for this standard was the specification developed by the European Eureka
147 DABproject, which started in 1988.

DAB has four transmission modes using different sets of OFDM parameters,
which are listed in Table 10.1. The parameters for modes I to III are optimized for use
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in specific frequency bands, while mode IV was introduced to provide a better coverage
range at the cost of an increased vulnerability to Dopplershift.

Table 10.1
DAB OFDM Parameters.

ModeI|Mode1|Modeil|Mode 1V
Niimber oY cubearnen 68

Sibeanier Spacing z

Symbol time 115 ps3

Guard time s

Carrier frequenc <375 MHz|<1.5 GHz <1.5 GHz

Transmitter separation <48 km

 
One important reason to use OFDM for DAB is the possibility to use a single

frequency network, which greatly enhances the spectrum efficiency. In a single-
frequency network, a user receives the same signal from several transmitters
simultaneously. Because of the propagation differences among transmitters, there is
some delay between the arrival of the signals. This is illustrated in Figure 10.1, where
two DABsignals arrive at the user with a delay difference that is equal to the distance
difference (d;—dz) divided by the speed of light. Basically, to the user this situation is
equivalent to a two-ray multipath channel. Hence, as long as the propagation
differences between the two signals are smaller than the guard time of the OFDM >
symbols, no ISI or ICI will occur. The addition of the two time-shifted signals creates a
diversity advantage for the user; the probability that the sum of both signals has an
unacceptably low power because of shadowing or flat fading is much lower than the
probability that one of the individual signals is too weak.

The DAB transmitted data consists of a number of audio signals, sampled at 48
kHz with an input resolution up to 22 bits. The digital audio signal is compressed to a
rate in the range of 32 to 384 kbps, depending on the desired quality. The signal is
divided into frames of 24 ms. The start of a frame is indicated by a null symbol, which
is a silence period that is slightly larger than the duration of a normal OFDM symbol.
Then, a reference OFDM symbol is sent which serves as the starting point for the
differential decoding of the QPSK-modulated subcarriers. Differential encoding is
applied in the time domain, so in the receiver, the phase of each subcarrier is compared
with the phase of the same subcarriers from the previous OFDM symbol.
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Figure 10.1 User receiving two DAB transmitters.

The digital input data is encoded by a rate 1/4 convolutional code with
constraint length 7 to provide protection against fading subcarriers. The coding rate can
be increased up to 8/9 by puncturing. This gives a maximum total data rate of
1,536*2*8/9* 1/1.246-10°, which is approximately 2.2 Mbps. The coded data are
interleaved to separate coded bits in the frequency domain as muchas possible, which
avoids large error bursts in case of a deep fade affecting a group of subcarriers.

10.39 TERRESTRIAL DIGITAL VIDEO BROADCASTING

Research on a digital system for television broadcasting has been carried out since the
late 1980s. In 1993, a pan-broadcasting-industry group started the Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) project. Within this project, a set of specifications was developed
for the delivery of digital television over satellites, cable, and through terrestrial
transmitters. This section describes the terrestrial DVB system, which was standardized
in 1997 [3, 4].

Terrestrial DVB uses OFDM with two possible modes, using 1,705 and 6,817
subcarriers, respectively. These modes are referred to as 2k and 8k modes,respectively,
as these are the sizes of the FFI/IFFT needed to generate and demodulate all
subcarriers. The main reason to have two modes were doubts about the

implementability of the 8k subcarrier system. Basically, the 2k system is a simplified
version which requires an FFT/IFFT that is only a quarter of the size that is needed for
the 8k system. Because the guard time is also four times smaller, the 2k system can
handle less delay spread and less propagation delay differences among transmitters
within a single-frequency network. The FFT interval duration for the 8k system is 896
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us, while the guard time can have four different values from 28 to 224 us. The
corresponding values for the 2k system are four times smaller.

  

Input Reed-Solomon Outer Convolutional Inner
data Scrambler outer code interleaving inner Code interleaving 

 RF DIA Guard time Pilot QAM
transmitter conversion insertion insertion mapping

Figure 10.2 Block diagram of a DVB-T transmitter.

Figure 10.2 shows a block diagram of a DVB-T transmitter. The input data are
divided into groups of 188 bytes, which are scrambled and coded by an outer shortened
Reed-Solomon code (204,188, t=8). This code can correct up to eight erroneous bytes
in a frame of 204 bytes. The coded bits are interleaved by a convolutional interleaver
that interleaves byte-wise with a depth of 12 bytes and then again coded by a rate 1/2,
constraint length 7 convolutional code with generator polynomials (171, 133 octal).
The rate of this latter code can be increased by puncturing to 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, or 7/8. The
convolutionally encoded bits are interleaved by an inner interleaver and then mapped
onto QPSK, 16-QAM,or 64-QAM symbols.

For 16-QAM and 64-QAM,optional hierarchical coding can be applied. In this
case, the constellation points are moved farther away from the origin so the quadrants
can be detected more reliably than the position within each quadrant. This is illustrated
in Figure 10.3 for a hierarchical 16-QAM constellation. For this constellation, the
minimum distance between points from different quadrants is double the distance of a
normal 16-QAM constellation, where the constellation points would have values of 1
and 3 instead of 2 and 4. Corrected for the increased power of the constellation, the
detection of the quadrants has a 3-dB SNR advantage over the detection of points in a
normal 16-QAM constellation. The advantage of this hierarchical coding is that users
for which the SNRis just too low to decodeall bits can at least decode the two most
significant bits that determine the quadrant. These bits give them the same video signal,
but at a lower resolution.

To obtain reference amplitudes and phases to perform coherent QAM
demodulation, pilot subcarriers are transmitted. For the 8k mode, in each symbolthere
are 768 pilots, so 6,048 subcarriers remain for data. The 2k mode has 192 pilots and
1,512 data subcarriers. The position of the pilots varies from symbol to symbol with a
pattern that repeats after four OFDM symbols. The pilots allow a receiver to estimate
the channel both in frequency as well as in time, which is important as for mobile
receivers there can be significant channel changes within a few OFDM symbols.
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Techniques to do this type of two-dimensional channel estimation based on pilot
subcarriers are described in Chapter5.

 
° e wh e °

Figure 10.3 Hierarchical 16-QAM.

10.4 MAGIC WAND

The Magic WAND (Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator) project was part of the
European ACTS (Advanced Communications Technology and Server) program [5].
The Magic WAND consortium members implemented a prototype wireless ATM
network based on OFDM modulation. This prototype had a large impact on
standardization activities in the 5-GHz band. First, by employing OFDM-based
modems, Magic WANDhelped to gain acceptance for OFDM as a viable modulation
type for high-rate wireless communications. Second, the wireless ATM-based approach
of Magic WANDformsthe basis for the standardization of the HIPERLANtype 2 Data
Link Layer.

Figure 10.4 shows one of the prototype Magic WAND 5-GHz modems
demonstrating wireless video playback and Web browsingapplications at the Demo ’98
exhibition in Berlin [6].
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Figure 10.4 Magic WAND prototype 5-GHz modem.

10.4.1 Magic WANDPhysical Layer

The main parameters of the WAND physical layer are listed in Table 10.2. OFDM with
16 subcarriers is used, the number of which was chosen to facilitate implementation.
The 400-ns guard time provides a delay spread tolerance of about 50 ns. Because of a

'240-ns rolloff time (see Chapter 2), the effective guard time is only 160 ns. While this
is sufficient for most office buildings and the WAND trial site, a realistic product
would require more delay spread robustness to also cover large office buildings and
factory halls.

The OFDM subcarriers are 8-PSK modulated. At a symbol rate of 13.3
Msymbols/s, this gives a raw bit rate of 40 Mbps. The rate 1/2 complementary coding
reduces the data rate to 20 Mbps. The subcarrier spacing is 1.25 MHz, which gives a
total (3-dB) bandwidth of20 MHz.

The packet preamble is 8.4 us in duration and consists of one OFDM symbol,
repeated seven times. This preamble is used for packet detection, automatic gain
control, frequency offset estimation, symbol] timing, and channel estimation.

The PHY payload holds an odd numberof half-slots. Each half-slot consists of
9 symbols or 27 bytes. This number was chosen so that a full slot, of 54 bytes, can hold
an ATM cell (which is 52 bytes long), and is also a multiple of 3 bytes, which is
imposed by the PHY’s modulation scheme.
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Table 10.2

Main parameters of the WAND OFDM modem.

16

Twointerleaved length 8
complementary codes, rate 42

0.4 ws

Raised cosine, rolloff factor = 0.2
1.25 MHz
7 symbols

Carrier frequenc 5.2 GHz

Peak output power 1W
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Figure 10.5 OFDM receiver.

Figure 10.5 shows a block diagram of the OFDM receiver. The RF receiver
takes care of amplifying and down-converting the signal. The automatic gain control
(AGC) is one of the most difficult parts in the receiver, since the gain has to settle
within 3 pus after start of reception. After the analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion, the
frequency of the signal has to be estimated and corrected for, because OFDM is
sensitive to frequency errors (see Chapter4).

By taking the FFT of groups of samples at the right time instants, the receiver
obtains amplitude and phase estimates of the 16 subchannels. From the initial training
sequence, the receiver has to acquire and track the reference phases for all subchannels.
After phase compensation, finally the 24 information bits can be decoded from the 16
complex subcarrier values.
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10.4.2 Coding

The WAND modem uses complementary codes for both forward-error correction
coding and peak-to-average power (PAP) reduction. Length 8 complementary codesare
used, with four input 8-PSK phases generating eight complex code outputs as described
in Chapter 6. By taking the IFFT of these complex values, an OFDM signal with a low
PAPratio is obtained. To encode all 16 subcarriers, two length 8 codesare interleaved,
which maximizes the benefits of frequency diversity. It is also possible to use length 16
complementary codes, but for that length, only five phases can be encoded into 16
subcarriers, reducing the coding rate from 1/2 to 5/16. The minimum distance of the
length 8 code is four subsymbols. Hence, three arbitrary subchannels can be erased
without causing errors, providing that the remaining subchannels are notin error.

10.4.3. Simulated Error Probabilities

Bit-error ratios (BER) and packet-error ratios (PER) for various delay spreads are
depicted in Figure 10.6. For each mean £;/N, value, 40,000 ATM-cell transmissions
have been simulated in Rayleigh fading channels, without antenna diversity. In all
transmissions, a frequency offset of 40 kHz was simulated, which has to be estimated
and compensated for by the receiver. Figure 10.6 clearly shows that the coded OFDM
system is able to benefit from the frequency diversity, which is present for nonzero
delay spreads.

 

BER&PER 
10 15 20 25 30

E,/N, {dB}

Figure 10.6 BER (a—d) and PER (e—h) versus mean E;/N, for delay spreads of (a,e) 50 ns, (b,f) 20 ns,
(c.g) 10 ns, (d,h) 0.
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Figure 10.7 Irreducible BER versus delay spread for an exponential powerdelay profile.

For delay spreads larger than 50 ns, the error curves converge to some
irreducible error floor, caused by intersymbol and intercarrier interference of multipath
signals with excess delays larger than the guard time. In Figure 10.7, this irreducible
BERis plotted versus the delay spread. Notice that an exponential power-delay profile
is used in the simulations. For a two-ray model, for instance, the irreducible error floor
arises only for delay spreads larger than half of the guard time (i.e., 200 ns for the
prototype WAND modem). Thus, the exponential power delay profile gives much more
pessimistic results in this respect. Conversely, the two-ray model is knownto give less
diversity gain, because there are only two independent fading paths.

10.4.4 Effects of Clipping

Despite the use of complementary coding in the WAND OFDMsystem,the transmitted
signal still has a 6-dB PAP ratio. To make the efficiency of the transmitter power
amplifier as high as possible, we have to accept a certain nonlinear distortion in the
peaks of the OFDMsignal. A crude analysis of this nonlinear distortion can be made by
assuming a clipping transfer function. Figure 10.8 shows the BER in an AWGN
channel for clipping levels of 0 to 4 dB below the maximum amplitude. It can be seen
that significant degradation occurs only for a clipping level of more than 3 dB below
the peak amplitude. Of course, such severe clipping is not allowed from a spectrum
point of view, but the analysis at least shows that the OFDM transmission itself is
relatively insensitive against clipping.
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Figure 10.8 BER in AWGNwith the transmitted OFDM signals clipped at (a) 4 dB, (b) 3 dB, (c) 2 dB,
(d) 1 dB and (e) 0 dB below the maximum amplitude.
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Clipping at the receiver is different from clipping at the transmitter, because the
receiver does not know in advance what the peak amplitude is, contrary to the
transmitter. Even after the initial training symbols, when the receiver freezes its AGC,
the receiver does not know what the peak amplitude will be in the rest of the packet.
Except for noise, this is caused by two effects: first, multipath fading channels change
the peak-to-average powerratio of the OFDM signal and second, different symbols
have different PAPratios.

An OFDM receiver must freeze its AGC based on the observed amplitude level
during training. The peak amplitude during training is most probably not the largest
amplitude of the entire packet. Thus, the question is how to set the AGC level such that
clipping effects are negligible. Based on the results from Chapter 6, the ideal AGC
setting is such that the clipping level is about 6 to 10 dB above the average input power
level. In this case, the interference caused by clipping is relatively small compared with
the average signal power. If the clipping level is more than 10 dB above the average
powerlevel, then the risk exists that quantization noise starts dominating over clipping
noise, as the most significant bits of the A/D converter are hardly used in this case.

10.4.5 Magic WAND Medium Access Control Layer

The MAC (Medium Access Control) and DLC (Data Link Control) layers of the
WAND system have been combined in one layer, bearing the name MASCARA
(Mobile Access Scheme based on Contention And Reservation for ATM). The
underlying concept is based on the following set of ideas and requirements which are
elaborated in the subsequent paragraphs.
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QoS-aware, reservation-based demandassigned protocol ;
Multiple virtual connections per terminal;
Powerefficiency;
Cell transfer service for optimal interworking with ATM;
Amortization of PHY overhead over multiple ATM cells;
Contention-mode request and control channel; and
ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest)-based cell loss recovery.

eoeeee%##@
ATMis designed to offer service to wire-line users with a guaranteed quality of

service. To extend ATM service to mobile terminals, the wireless access network needs

to be QoS-aware as well. A centralized algorithm allotting transmission time to users
on the basis of their explicit demands seems to be an obvious way to provide QoS and
isolation among users’ traffic streams. We note that the disadvantage over contention-
based algorithms as used in wireless LANs and wireless PBXs is that they do not
inherently support multicellular operation. To function correctly, they require a cellular
frequency reuse topology, with perfect separation between radio cells with identical
frequencies. As usual for wireless LANs, TDD between uplink and downlink is chosen,
primarily to support traffic asymmetry.

As a multimedia terminal may have many simultaneous connections, most
probably with different QoS requirements, the network must be able—besides
addressing individual terminals—to distinguish separate connections of those terminals.
Given the smaller number of users and the scarcity of bandwidth, the relatively large
addressing overhead of ATM, being designed for large wire-line networks, must be
avoided.

Mobile terminals draw power from batteries, and to extend battery-life the
protocols need to be energy aware. A frame-based MAC, in which the access point
notifies all associated terminals about their expected transmissions and receptionsin the
entire frame helps to conserve power: terminals switch on their radios only when
necessary. From the energy perspective, the frame duration should be made as long as
possible. QoS considerations, on the other hand, put a bound on the maximal frame
length. For this scheme to work, a frame structure by itself is not sufficient. A common
time base among terminals and access point is required as well. For practical reasons
the granularity of time must be bounded. The unit of time in MASCARAisatimeslot,
and all packet transmissions commence on a timeslot boundary.

To provide seamless interworking with the ATM backbone, and transparency to
the user, packets must carry ATM cells. It makes sense to choose the slot duration
equal to a cell’s transmission time. The same length of time is imposed on the packet
header (radio preamble and MAC header) as well. In the WANDsystem,thefirst half
of the overheadslot is used for the preamble, the other half is used for the MAC header.

If each packet were to contain just one cell, the protocol efficiency would be
merely 50%. To increase efficiency, a longer packet size can be adopted. On the other
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hand, QoS-drivenrestrictions on cellization delay put an upper bound on packetlength.
In the case of 64 kbps speech traffic for instance, cellization delay is 6 ms percell,
which restricts the packet length to one or two cells. The logical decision is to allow
packets of variable length, depending on the connection’s delay requirements, with a
payload of an integer numberofcells.

Demand-assigned algorithms assign timeslots to terminals, based on terminal
demand. Uplink packets contain fields in which a terminal can put its request. If a
terminal cannot piggyback its request, because no timeslots were assigned to it (a
deadlock situation), or because it cannot afford to wait for the next packet, the terminal
can transmit its request in an unreserved timeslot. A contention period is scheduled at
the end of every frame. Contention slots can be used for incidental control packets as
well.

Adverse radio propagation conditions affect the cell loss ratio (CLR) QoS. By
its nature, a radio network cannot provide the same QoS consistently. To sustain a
negotiated CLR QoSas long as possible, the DLC layer adds ARQ capability to the
system. ARQ can help to retain the agreed-on cell loss rate, at the cost of an increase in
delay and data overhead.

Figure 10.9 depicts an example frame. Two mobile terminals (MT) and one
access point (AP) are engaged in the exchange of packets. For instruction purposes, the
frame duration is shorter than typically encountered in practice. The access point
initiates every frame by broadcasting a frame header (FH), containing the slot map to
all associated mobile terminals. The FH has a long preamble, allowing mobile terminals
to synchronize to the access point. Subsequently, the access point sends its downlink
data, one packet in this example. The channel remains idle for one slot to allow the
access point to turn around its radio from transmitting to receiving. Then the mobile
terminals are allowed to transmit their packets. In this example each mobile terminal
transmits one. After the uplink period, a contention period is scheduled, which in this
example is used by both terminals. Terminal | is transmitting two request packets and
terminal 2 is transmitting a two-slot control packet. In the example, two packets collide,
resulting in the loss of the control packet and one of the request packets. The second
request packet is transmitted successfully in the third slot. After the contention period,
and before the next frame, an idle slot is inserted to allow the mobile terminal radios to
turn around.
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Figure 10.9 Magic WAND MACframe.

The master scheduler, which must be able to schedule the transmissions of any
mix of ATM traffic classes, employs a leaky-bucket-based scheme where the highest
priority is given to constant bit-rate traffic, the second priority to variable bit rate, and
so on. Tokens, which are generated at a constantrate, fill a bucket. The scheduler takes
tokens from the bucket, and translates them in the allocation of slots in the slot map
according to the connections’ delay requirements. A traffic source can request slots
(access points directly, mobile terminals use piggy-backed and contention requests) in
excess of the mean rate. Depending on the negotiated burstiness of the source, whichis
reflected in a commensurate bucket depth, the scheduler grants the request. Effectively,
the scheduler polices and shapes the traffic on the wireless link, to guarantee delay QoS
compliance for all connections. See [7] for an extensive discussion of scheduling.

The second important measure of QoS, besides delay and delay jitter, is the
connection’s error performance over the wireless ATM link. In WAND,the radio
physical layer provides a constant service that can meet typical real-time service
requirements (e.g., for a voice service). TCP/IP-based data connections cannottolerate
high cell loss (> 107) and these are protected by ARQ. Third, there are services such as
video requiring real-time service with low error probability. The solution applied in
WANDis to apply ARQ with a limited numberof retransmissions.

10.5 TEEE 802.11, HIPERLAN/2 AND MMAC WIRELESS LAN STANDARDS

Since the beginning of the nineties, wireless local area networks (WLAN) for the
900-MHz, 2.4-GHz, and 5-GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific, & Medical) bands have
been available, based on a range of proprietary techniques. In June 1997, the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) approved an_ international
interoperability standard [8]. The standard specifies both medium access control
(MAC) procedures and three different physical layers (PHY). There are two radio-
based PHYs using the 2.4~-GHz band. The third PHY uses infrared light. All PHYs
support a data rate of 1 Mbps and optionally 2 Mbps. The 2.4-GHz frequency bandis
available for license-exempt use in Europe, the United States, and Japan. Table 10.3
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lists the available frequency band and the restrictions to devices which use this band for
communications.

Table 10.3
International 2.4-GHz ISM bands.

Location Regulatory range Maximum output
power

North America 2.400-2.4835 GHz 1,000 mW

Europe 2.400-2.4835 GHz 100 mW (EIRP*)
Japan 2.471—2.497 GHz 10 mW

* EIRP = effective isotropic radiated power.

 
User demand for higher bit rates and the international availability of the 2.4-

GHz band has spurred the development of a higher speed extension to the 802.11
standard. In July 1998, a proposal was selected for standardization, which describes a
PHY providing a basic rate of 11 Mbps anda fall back rate of 5.5 Mbps. This PHY can
be seen as a fourth option, to be used in conjunction with the MACthatis already
standardized. Practical products, however, are expected to support both the high-speed
11- and 5.5-Mbit/s rates mode as well as the 1- and 2-Mbps modes.

A second IEEE 802.11 working group has moved on to standardize yet another
PHY option, which offers higher bit rates in the 5.2-GHz band. This development was
motivated by the adoption, in January 1997, by the U.S. Federal Communications
Commission, of an amendment to Part 15 of its rules. The amendment makes available

300 MHz of spectrum in the 5.2-GHz band, intended for use by a new category of
unlicensed equipment called Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure (UNID
devices [9]. Table 10.4 lists the frequency bands and the corresponding power
restrictions. Notice that the maximum permitted output power depends on the emission
bandwidth; for a bandwidth of 20°'MHz, you are allowed to transmit at the maximum
power levels listed in the middle column of Table 10.4. For a bandwidth smaller than
20 MHzthe powerlimit reduces to the value specified in the right column.

Table 10.4
United States 5.2 GHz U-NII band.

5.150—-5.250 GHz

Maximum output power
minimum of

50 mW 4 dBm + 10log;9B*
5.250-5.350 GHz 250 mW|11 dBm + 10log;) B
5.725—-5,.825 GHz 1,000 mW|17 dBm + 10log;, B

* B is the —26-dB emission bandwidth in MHz.

   
  

 
 
 

 
  
 

Like the IEEE 802.11 standard, the European ETSI HIPERLAN type | standard
[10] specifies both MAC and PHY. Unlike IEEE 802.11, however, no HIPERLANtype
1 compliant products are available in the market place. A newly formed ETSI working
group called Broadband Radio Access Networks (BRAN) is now working on
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extensions to the HIPERLAN standard. Three extensions are under development:
HIPERLAN/2, a wireless indoor LAN with a QoS provision; HiperLink, a wireless
indoor backbone; and HiperAccess, an outdoor, fixed wireless network providing
access to a wired infrastructure.

In Japan, equipment manufacturers, service providers and the Ministry of Post
and Telecommunications are cooperating in the Multimedia Mobile Access
Communication (MMAC) project to define new wireless standards similar to those of
TEEE 802.11 and ETSI BRAN. Additionally, MMAC is also looking into the
possibility for ultra-high-speed wireless indoor LANs supporting large-volume data
transmission at speeds up to 156 Mbpsusing frequencies in the 30— to 300— GHz band.

In July 1998, the IEEE 802.11 standardization group decided to select OFDM as
the basis for their new 5-GHz standard, targeting a range of data rates from 6 up to 54
Mbps [12, 13]. This new standard is the first one to use OFDM in packet-based
communications, while the use of OFDM until now was limited to continuous

transmission systems like DAB and DVB. Following the IEEE 802.11 decision, ETSI
BRAN and MMACalso adopted OFDM for their physical layer standards. The three
bodies have worked in close cooperation since then to make sure that differences
among the various standards are kept to a minimum, thereby enabling the
manufacturing of equipment that can be used worldwide.

The focus of this section is on the physical layer side. In the case of the IEEE
802.11 standard, the MAC layer for the higher data rates remains the same as for the
currently supported 1- and 2- Mbpsrates. A description of this MAC can be found in
[11].

10.5.1 OFDM Parameters

Table 10.5 lists the main parameters of the draft OFDM standard. A key parameterthat
largely determined the choice of the other parameters is the guard interval of 800 ns.
This guard interval provides robustness to rms delay spreads up to several hundreds of
nanoseconds, depending on the coding rate and modulation used. In practice, this
means that the modulation is robust enough to be used in any indoor environment,
including large factory buildings. It can also be used in outdoor environments, although
directional antennas may be needed in this case to reduce the delay spread to an
acceptable amountand increase the range.
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Table 10.5

Main parameters of the OFDM standard.

48, 54 Mbps

16-QAM, 64-QAM

|__Numberofpilots|4

To limit the relative amount of power and time spent on the guard time to 1 dB,
the symbol duration chosen is 4 us. This also determines the subcarrier spacing at 312.5
kHz, which is the inverse of the symbol duration minus the guard time. By using 48
data subcarriers, uncoded data rates of 12 to 72 Mbps can be achieved by using variable
modulation types from BPSK to 64-QAM.In addition to the 48 data subcarriers, each
OFDM symbol contains an additional four pilot subcarriers, which can be used to track
the residual carrier frequency offset that remains after an initial frequency correction
during the training phase of the packet.
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To correct for subcarriers in deep fades, forward-error correction across the
subcarriers is used with variable coding rates, giving coded data rates from 6 up to 54
Mbps. Convolutional coding is used with the industry standard rate 1/2, constraint
length 7 code with generator polynomials (133,171). Higher coding rates of 2/3 and 3/4
are obtained by puncturing the rate 1/2 code. The 2/3-rate is used together with 64-
QAM only to obtain a data rate of48 Mbps. The 1/2-rate is used with BPSK, QPSK,
and 16-QAMto give rates of 6, 12, and 24 Mbps, respectively. Finally, the 3/4-rate is
used with BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM to give rates of 9, 18, 36, and 54
Mbps, respectively.

10.5.2 Channelization

Figure 10.10 shows the channelization for the lower and middle UNII bands. Eight
channels are available with a channel spacing of 20 MHz and guard spacings of 30
MHz at the band edges in order to meet the stringent FCC-restricted band spectral
density requirements. The FCC also defined an upper UNII band from 5.725 to 5.825
GHz, which carries another four OFDM channels. For this upper band, the guard
spacing from the band edges is only 20 MHz,as the out-of-band spectral requirements
for the upper band are less severe than those of the lower and middle UNII bands. In
Europe, a total of 455 MHz is available in two bands, one from 5.15 to 5.35 GHz and
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another from 5.470 to 5.725 GHz. In Japan, a 100 MHz wide bandis available from
5.15 to 5.25 GHz, carrying four OFDM channels.

200 MHz 
~~

30 MHz 20 MHz oO dBr

 
 

te t t t ——
STG 5.180 5.200 5.220 5.240 5.260 5.280 5.300 5.320 5.350

Figure 10.10 Channelization in lower and middle UNII band.

10.5.3 OFDM Signal Processing

The general block diagram of the baseband processing of an OFDM transceiveris
shown in Figure 10.11. In the transmitter path, binary input data is encoded by a
standard rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. The rate may be increased to 2/3 or 3/4 by
puncturing the coded output bits. After interleaving, the binary values are converted
into QAM values. To facilitate coherent reception, four pilot values are added to each .,.
48 data values, so a total of 52-QAM values is reached per OFDM symbol, which are
modulated onto 52 subcarriers by applying the IFFT. To make the system robust to
multipath propagation, a cyclic prefix is added. Further, windowingis applied to attain
a narrower output spectrum. After this step, the digital output signals can be converted
to analog signals, which are then up-converted to the 5-GHz band, amplified and
transmitted through an antenna.

The OFDM receiver basically performs the reverse operations of the
transmitter, together with additional training tasks. First, the receiver has to estimate
frequency offset and symbol timing, using special training symbols in the preamble.
Then, it can do an FFT for every symbol to recover the 52-QAM values of all
subcarriers. The training symbols and pilot subcarriers are used to correct for the
channel response as well as remaining phase drift. The QAM values are then demapped
into binary values, after which a Viterbi decoder can decode the informationbits.
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Figure 10.11 Block diagram of OFDM transceiver.
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10.5.4 Training

Figure 10.12 showsthe structure of the preamble that preceeds every OFDM packet.
This preamble is essential to perform start-of-packet detection, automatic gain control,
symboltiming, frequency estimation, and channel estimation. All of these training tasks
have to be performed before the actual data bits can be successfully decoded.
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Figure 10.12 OFDM preamble.

The first part of the preamble consists of 10 repetitions of a training symbol
with a duration of 800 ns each, which is only a quarter of the FFT duration of a normal
data symbol. These short symbols are produced by using only nonzero subcarrier
values for subcarrier numbers that are a multiple of 4. Hence, of all possible subcarrier
numbers from —26 to +26, only the subset {—24, —20, —16, —12, —8, 4, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20,
24} is used. There are two reasons for using relatively short symbols in this part of the
training; first, the short symbol period makesit possible to do a coarse frequency offset
estimation with a large unambiguousrange. For a repetitive signal with a duration of 7,
the maximum measurable unambiguous frequency offset is equal to 1/(27), as higher
frequency offsets result in a phase change exceeding 7 from one symbol to another.
Hence, by measuring the phase drift between two consecutive short symbols with a
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duration of 800 ns, frequency offsets up to 625 kHz can be estimated. If training
symbols with a duration equal to the FFT interval of 3.2 Us were used, then the
maximum frequency offset of only 156 kHz could be measured, corresponding to a
relative frequency error of about 26 ppm at a carrier frequency of 5.8 GHz. The IEEE
802.11 standard specifies a maximum offset per user of 20 ppm, which meansthat the
worst case offset as seen by a receiver can be up to 40 ppm,as it experiences the sum of
the frequency offsets from both transmitter and receiver.

The second reason for using short symbols at the start of the training is that they
provide a convenient way of performing AGC and frame detection. Detection of the
presence of a packet can be done by correlating a short symbol with the next and
detecting if the correlation magnitude exceeds some threshold. After each interval equal
to two short symbol durations, the receiver gain can be adjusted after which detection
and gain measuring can continue. Of course, this AGC algorithm could also be applied
to long training symbols, but the advantage of short symbols is that we have more
repetitions in the same amount of time, which makes it easier to do several .
measurements and gain adjustments during the training.

The short training symbols are followed by a long training symbol (T1) that
contains 52 QPSK-modulated subcarriers like a normal data symbol. The length of this
training symbol]is twice that of a data symbol, however, which is done for two reasons.
First, it makes it possible to do a precise frequency estimation on the long symbol. The
long symbol is formed by cyclically extending the IFFT output signal to a length of
8 us. Thus, it contains two and a half times the original IFFT duration. The first 1.6 us
serves as a guard interval, containing a copy ofthe last 1.6 us of the IFFT output. The
long training symbol makes it possible to do a fine frequency offset estimation by
measuring the phase drift between samples that are 3.2 us apart within the long training
symbol. The second reason for having the long symbol is to obtain reference
amplitudes and phases for doing coherent demodulation. By averaging the two identical
parts of the long training symbol, coherent references can be obtained with a noise level
that is 3 dB lowerthan the noise level of data symbols.

Both the long and short symbols are designed in such a way that the PAPratio
is approximately 3 dB, which is significantly lower than the PAP ratio of random
OFDM data symbols. This guarantees the training degradation caused by nonlinear
amplifier distortion to be smaller than the distortion of the data symbols. It also allows
the use of a simple correlator implementation at the receiver as explained in Section
4.6.

After the preamble, there is still one training task left, which is tracking the
reference phase. There will always be some remaining frequency offset that causes a
common phasedrift on all subcarriers. To track this phase drift, 4 of the 52 subcarriers
contain known pilot values. The pilots are scrambled by a length 127 pseudonoise
sequence to avoid spectral lines exceeding the average power density of the OFDM
spectrum.
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Figure 10.13 showsthe time-fequency structure of an OFDM packet, whereall
knowntraining values are marked in gray. It clearly illustrates how the packetstarts
with 10 short training symbols, using only 12 subcarriers, followed by the long training
symbol and data symbols, with each data symbol containing four known pilot
subcarriers.
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> + > <_

800 ns 4us Time

Figure 10.13 Time-frequency structure of an OFDM packet. Gray subcarriers contain knowntraining
values.

In the case of the IEEE 802.11 standard, at the end of the preamble a special
OFDM data symbol at the lowest 6-Mbpsrate is sent, which contains information about
the length, modulation type, and coding rate of the rest of the packet. Sending this
information at the lowest possible rate ensures that the dynamic rate selection is at least
as reliable as the most reliable data rate of 6 Mbps. Further, it makes it possible for all
users to decode the duration of a certain packet, even though they may not be able to
decode the data content. This is important for the IEEE 802.11 MACprotocol, which
specifies that a user has to wait until the end of any packet already in the air before
trying to compete for the channel.
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10.5.5 Differences Between IEEE 802.11, HIPERLAN/2 and MMAC

The main differences between IEEE 802.11 and HIPERLAN/2—whichis standardized

by ETSI BRAN [14]—are in the Medium Access Control (MAC). IEEE 802.11 uses a
distributed MAC based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance,
(CSMA/CA), while HIPERLAN/2 uses a centralized and scheduled MAC, based on
wireless ATM. MMACsupports both of these MACs. As far as the physical layer is
concerned, there are a few relatively minor differences between IEEE 802.11 and
HIPERLAWN/2 which are summarized below:

= HIPERLAN usesdifferent training sequences. The long training symbolis the same
as for IEEE 802.11, but the preceding sequence of short training symbols is
different. A downlink transmission starts with 10 short symbols as IEEE 802.11,
but the first 5 symbols are different in order to detect the start of the downlink
frame. The rest of the packets in the downlink frame do not use short symbols, only
the long training symbol. Uplink packets may use 5 or 10 identical short symbols,
with the last short symbol being inverted.

= HIPERLAN uses extra puncturing to accommodatethe tail bits to keep an integer
number of OFDM symbols in 54 byte packets. This extra puncturing operation
punctures 12 bits out ofthe first 156 bits of a packet.

= In the case of 16-QAM, HIPERLAN uses a coding rate of 9/16 instead of 1/2—
giving a bit rate of 27 instead of 24 Mbps—to get an integer number of OFDM
symbols for packets of 54 bytes. The rate 9/16 is made by puncturing 2 out of every
18 encodedbits.

= Both IEEE 802.11 and HIPERLAN scramble the input data with a length 127
pseudo random sequence, but the initialization is different. IEEE 802.11 initializes
with 7 random bits which are inserted as the first 7 bits of each packet. In
HIPERLAN,the scrambleris initialized by {1, 1, 1} plus the first 4 bits of the
Broadcast Channel at the beginning of a MAC frame. The initialization is identical
for all packets in a MAC frame.

= HIPERLANdevices have to support power control in the range of -15 to 30 dBm
with a step size of 3 dB.

=» Dynamic frequency selection is mandatory in Europe over a range of at least 330
MHz for indoor products and 255 MHz (upper band only) for outdoor products.
This means that indoor products have to support a frequency range from 5.15 to at
least 5.6 GHz, covering the entire lower band and a part of the European upper
band. Dynamic frequency selection was included to avoid the need for frequency
planning and to provide coexistence with radar systems that operate in the upper
part of the European 5 GHz band.
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10.5.6 Simulation Results

Figure 10.14 shows the irreducible PER versus delay spread for a few different data
rates. This is the minimum possible PER for a certain delay spread, for whichall packet
errors are caused by intersymbol interference because of path delays exceeding the
guard time of the OFDM symbols. Hence, Figure 10.14 demonstrates the delay spread
robustness for several data rates. For a 1% PER, the tolerable delay spread is close to
200 ns at 36 Mbps, while at 12 Mbps a delay spread of 450 ns can be tolerated. In
practice, this means that the 36-Mbps rate can be used in most indoor environments,
except somelarge factory buildings. The 54 Mbpsrate can tolerate delay spreads up to
about 120 ns, which is sufficient for most office buildings. The 12-Mbps rate can work
in any indoor and even in outdoor environments. Thisis also true for the lowest rate of
6 Mbps, that is not included in Figure 10.14.

PER 
oO 50 100 150 200 250 300 3506=6.400 450 500

Delay spread [ns]

Figure 10.14 PER versus rms delay spread (no noise) for Rayleigh fading paths with an exponentially
decaying power delay profile. Packet size is 64 bytes with data rates of (a) 12, (b) 18,
(c) 24, (d) 36, and (e) 54 Mbps.

Figure 10.15 shows the PER versus E;/N, for a data rate of 24 Mbpsin case of
an AWGNchannel and a Rayleigh fading channel with a delay spread of 100 ns. An
E,/N, of about 18 dB is required to achieve a 1% PER in the fading channel, which is
approximately 6 dB more than what is needed for an ideal Gaussian noise channel. Of
course, other data rates have different requirements. Figure 10.16 shows the PER for
various data rates as a function of the input power. We can see a difference of almost 18
dB in the signal power requirements of the lowest and highest data rates. This
illustrates the importance of fallback rates; users who cannot use the highest rate
because they are too far away or are in a bad multipath situation can at least obtain a
data link at a lowerrate.
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Figure 10.15 PER versus mean £;/N, for AWGN and Rayleigh fading with a 100-ns delay spread and a
bit rate of 24 Mbps.
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Figure 10.16 PER versus received power level for AWGNandvariousbitrates.
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Figure 10.17 shows simulated spectra of an OFDMsignal that is distorted by a
nonlinear power amplifier with different backoff values. This is an important. subject,
because the susceptibility to nonlinear distortion and the need for large backoff values
is often mentioned as a disadvantage of OFDM.As shownin [15], however, the effects
of nonlinear distortion on the BER are negligible for backoff values of 6 dB or more,
where the backoff is defined as the difference between the maximum (saturation)

output power and the average output power in dB. The effects on the transmitted
spectrum are illustrated in Figure 10.17. We can see that for a 7-dB backoff, the
spectrum falls down very steeply after about 8 MHz, and only around 25 dB below the
in-band density the spectrum starts to deviate significantly from an ideal undistorted
OFDM signal. When the backoff is decreased to 5 dB, the out-of-band spectrum
quickly grows toward the outer spectrum mask defined by IEEE 802.11.
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Figure 10.17 OFDM spectrum after a nonlinear power amplifier.
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